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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Ship structures are still designed detwministically according to working stress
formats. Structural safety is quantified by the margin between the applied load and the
capacity of the structure, which is measured by the safety factor. Since these formats use
only one safety factor, they lack the flexibility to adjust the prescribed safety margin to
account for some of the factors which are critical in design. These factors include such
items as variability in the strength loads, modeling uncertainties, and the likelihood of
various load combinations.
Reliability methods have been used in the development of reliability-based design
formats for civil engineering and offshore structures, and they have matured enough to be
used to design ships more rationally. Reliability methods take into account more
information than their deterministic counterparts in the analysis and design of structural
systems. Such information includes uncertainties in the strength of various structural
elements, uncertainties in loads, and modeling errors in analysis procedures. Probabilitybased design formats are more flexible and consistent than working stress formats because
they provide uniform safety levels over various types of structures. Designers can use
these formats, which are called load and resistance factor design (LRFD) formats, to
account for uncertainties that are not considered properly by deterministic formats,
without explicitly performing probabilistic analysis.
A commonly used LRFD format consists of the requirement that a factored (reduced)
strength of a structural component is larger than a linear combination of factored
(ma@ed) load effects. In this format, load effects are increased, and strength is
reduced, by multiplying the corresponding characteristic (nominal) values with factors,
which are called strength (resistance) factors and load factors, respectively. The
characteristic value of some quantity is the value that is used in current design practice,
and it is usually equal to a certain percentile of the probability distribution of that quantity.
The load and strength factors are different for each type of load and strength. The higher
the uncertainty associated with a load, the higher the corresponding load factor. These
factors are determined probabilistically so that they correspond to a prescribed safety
level. It is also common to consider two types of performance functio~ that correspond to
collapse and unserviceability requirements. The dflerence between working stress and
LRFD formats is that the latter use different safety factors for each type of load and
strength. This makes it possible to take into account uncertainties in load and strength
and to scale their characteristic values accordingly in the design equation. Working stress
formats cannot do that because they use only one safety factor.

1.2 Objective
This project is a part of a long term effort to develop a reliability based method for the
structural design of ship structures. The main task in the development of a reliability-
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based design method is the determination of the load factors and the strength (or
resistance) factors. In order to achieve this task it is necessary to have a quantitative
measure of the various uncertainties that are inherent in both the loads and the strength
models. Earlier SSC projects have examined the uncertainties related to loads. The
objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate a method for quantifying the bias
and uncertainty in structural strength algorithms (or computational models) in order to
further the overall goal.

I-
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2. TASKS
In order to achieve the project’s objective the following tasks were proposed and have
now been accomplished.
1) Develop a methodology for the modeling and analysis of uncertainties in
strength parameters. The methodology should be suitable for the
development of a reliability-based design method for ship structures.
Strength parameters include both basic strength variables and strength
predictors. The uncertainties include bias and randomness for the basic
strength variables (e.g., yield stress, dimensions, sizes, etc.), and model
uncertainties in strength predictors (e.g., buckling strengt~ plastic
capacity, etc.).
2) Identi& the failure modes of the principal structural members of ships.
3) For the ftiure modes that involve modeling uncertainty, review the
availability of sufficient test data to demonstrate the method.
4) On the basis of this review, determine which failure mode is most suitable
for this demonstration.
5) For the selected failure mode (panel compressive collapse) collect data
about strength parameters and apply the method to assess the uncertainties
in the strength parameters.
6) Determine further research needs for uncertainty modeling and analysis of
strength parameters.

3
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3. METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS UNCERTAINTY IN STRENGTH
PAIUMETERS
The development of reliability-based design criteria for marine structures requires the
assessment of uncertainties in their predicted strength. The assessed uncertainties in
strength can be used for dwect reliability-based design of marine structures. Also, it is
essential that the assessed uncertainties are suitable for the development of reliabilitybased design formats of marine structures.
The main task in the development of a reliability-based design code is the
determination of the load factors and strength (or resistance) factors in the process of code
calibration (Ellingwood, et al. 1980). In code development, it is common to normalize the
mean values of strength or load parameters with respect to their corresponding
characteristic (nominal) values for the purpose of convenience and of increasing the range
of applicability of the collected statistical data to many design situations. Therefore, for a
given design situation the mean values of the load effects and strength can be computed by
using these ratios as multipliers. This approach is commonly performed as a part of
uncertainty analysis of strength and load effects (Ang and Cornell 1974, and Ellingwood et
al. 1980).
White and Ayyub (1987% 1987b) demonstrated the development of reliability-based
design formats of ship structures for ultimate hull strength and fatigue failure modes.
Guedes Soares and Moan (1985) demonstrated how to develop checking equations
(design equations) for the midship section under longitudinal bending. They took into
account uncertainties in stillwater and wave bending moments in calibrating the load and
strength factors. Committee V2 of ISSC (1985) also presented an example of calibrating
load and strength factors for structural design of ship hulls.
The suggested methodology for the assessment of strength uncertainties of marine
structures consists of the following steps:
1. Determination of nominal (characteristic) strength values.
2. Evaluation of corresponding experimental values (or improved analytical
values).
3. Computation of stochastic characteristics, which can include mean value,
coefficient of variation and dktribution type, of the ratios of nominal to
experimental values. The results of this step are an assessment of bias and
uncertainties in strength parameters. Both objective and subjective knowledge
have to be used in this analysis.
4. Performance of a parametric analysis of the stochastic characteristics of the
strength ratios due to variations in the strength parameters and load
proportions.
5. Development of a summary of results in dimensionless spaces.
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The remainder of this section provides the needed background information for pefiorming
these steps.

3.1 Uncertainty Types
Uncertainties in structural engineering systems can be mainly attributed to ambiguity
and vagueness in defining the parameters of the systems and their relations. The ambiguity
component is generally due to non-cognitive sources. These sources include (1) physical
randomness; (2) statistical uncertainty due to the use of limited information to estimate the
characteristics of these parameters; and (3) modeling (or prediction) uncertainties which
are due to simplifying assumptions in analytical and prediction models, simplified methods,
and idealized representations of real performances. The vagueness related uncertainty is
due to cognitive sources that include (1) the definition of certain parameters, e.g.,
structural performance (failure or survival), qualhy and deterioration of materials, skill and
experience of construction workers and engineers, and conditions of existing structures;
(2) other human factors; and (3) defining the inter-relationships among the parameters of
interest, especially for complex systems.
Structural engineers and researchers deal with the ambiguity types of uncertainty in
predicting the structural behavior and designing structural systems using the theories of
probability and statistics. Probability distributions are used to model system parameters
that are uncertain. Probabilistic structural methods that include structural reliability
methods, probabilistic engineering mechanics, stochastic finite element methods,
reliability-based design formats, random vibratio~ and other methods have been
developed and used for this purpose. In this treatment, however, a realization was
established of the presence of a cognitive type of uncertainty. Subjective probabilities
have been used to deal with this uncertainty type, that are based on mathematics used for
the frequency-type of probability. Uniform and triangular probability distributions have
been used to model this type of uncertainty for some parameters. Bayesian techniques
have also been used to gain information about these parameters, thereby updating the
underlying distributions and probabihties. Regardless of the nature of the gained
informatio~ whether it is cognitive or non-cognitive, the same mathematical assumption
and tools were used.
The cognitive types of uncertainty arise from mind-based abstractions of reality.
These abstractions are, therefore, subjective, and lack crispness. This vagueness is distinct
from ambiguity in source and natural properties. The axioms of probability and statistics
are limiting for the proper modeling and analysis of this type and are not completely
relevant nor completely applicable. The modeling and analysis of vagueness type of
uncertainty in civil engineering systems is discussed along with applications of fuzzy set
theory to such systems by Ayyub (1991) and Ayyub and Lai (1992). These types of
uncertainty were not considered in this study,
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The sources of uncertainty in the strength of a structure can also be conveniently
categorized as either “subjective” or “objective” (e.g., Ang 1971). The subjective
uncertainties are those that result from the engineer’s lack of knowledge or information
regarding the physical phenomena associated with structural failure. These are usually
manifested in the form of imperfect analytical models which necessarily contain
assumptions in order to make for a tractable solution. A more descriptive title for these
types of uncertainty would be “modeling” uncertainties.
Some examples of the sort of uncertainties which might be considered “modeling
uncertainties” are:
.
.
.
.

Uncertainties associated with simple beam theory in ship primmy bending i.e.,
do plane sections really remain plane?
Uncertainties in the effects of initial deformations on buckliig strength.
Uncertainties in the amount of plating to consider as acting as an effective
flange due to shear lag effects.
Uncertainties associated with using small-deflection plate theory.

The sources of this uncertainty include our imperfect knowledge of the failure
mechanisms, the assumptions made in modeling the failure mechanis~ and possible
numerical errors in the analysis of the strength. Each of these sources of uncertainty needs
to be considered when performing an analysis of the strength of a structure.
The objective uncertainties are those associated with quantities that can be measured
and examined. Examples of such quantities are yield strengt~ fracture toughness,
thickness, residual stress, and initial distortion. If enough data could be collected on these
quantities, the uncertainties could be quantified by the statistical parameters determined
from an analysis of the data. In some cases, while there is a great deal of data available, it
is not always in a usefbl form (yield strength - Mansour 1984, Galambos 1978). In others,
the expense of collecting data makes it unlikely that there will ever be enough good quality
data to perform a high quality statistical analysis (residual stresses - Alpsten 1972). While
the description of these sources of uncertainties as “objective” is widely accepted, we
believe that there is a certain amount of vagueness contained in that identification,
particularly to en~eers not versed in reliability methods. Identifying this type of
uncertainty as uncertainties in the “basic parameters” more clearly defines this genre.
It should be noted that classifying types of uncertainties in this manner is done merely
for convenience. It is quite possible that as our knowledge regarding some of the failure
mechanisms improves, things which have been identfied as modeling uncertainties could
become uncertainties in the basic parameters.
The fatigue failure mode is of great interest, but for the most part it is dealt with in
detail desigq after the principal structural members have been sized. Several procedures
have been used for assessment of fatigue damage (Wirsching 1984, Wirsching and Chen
1987), such as Deterministic method, Spectral method, Weibull model, and Nolte-Hasford

model. In general, the spectral method is the most suitable for marine structures. As was
demonstrated by Chen and Mavrakis (1988), the spectral method is more accurate than
the Weibull model for the case of offshore platforms because its results are less sensitive
with respect to the variability in the shape of the wave spectra compared to the results of
the Weibull model. However, the spectral method is also the most computationally
intensive. Moreover, this method requires the use of the weighted sea method for extreme
value analysis. It is likely that the above conclusions also apply to ships. In the
development of probabiity-based design guidelines for ships, we need to calculate fatigue
reliabilhy. Fatigue reliability can be evaluated by using Munse’s model (Munse et al.
1982), Wirsching’s model (Wirsching 1984), or advanced second moment methods
(Madseq Skjong and Moghtadwi-Zadeh 1986). A reliability-based design format for
fatigue was demonstrated by White and Ayyub (1987b).
3.1.1. Inherent Uncertainty in Basic Strength Parameters
Almost all strength parameters have some levels of inherent uncertainty due to
physical randomness. Therefore, the exact realization of the characteristics of these
strength parameters is not possible. For practical purposes, these parameters can be
characterized with moments and probability dktributions. In developing reliability-based
design codes, it is nwessary to obtain the central tendency value (i.e., the first moment), a
measure of dkpersio~ such as the variance (the second central moment), and the
probabdhy distribution type. Information on the probabilistic characteristics of the basic
strength variables of structural systems, such as yield stress, endurance limit, modulus of
elastich-y, scantlings, slenderness, and initial imperfectio~ can be obtained by revieting
the literature. Several reviewed studies provide information about the inherent uncertainty
in basic strength parameters, such as Galambos and Ravindra (1978), Mansour (1987),
Stiansen et al. (1979), Daidola and Basar (1981), Guedes Soares and Soreide (1983),
Ellingwood et al. (1980), and Ayyub et al. (1990).
The inherent vtialility of a parameter X can be expressed in the form of the mean
value ratio, its coefficient of variatioq and its probability dktribution type. The mean
value is expressed by the following notation:

x

Mean ba~c strength ratio= —
Xn

(3-la)

where ~ = sample mean value, and Xn = nominal or design value. The coefficient of
variation (COV) of the ratio is expressed using the following notation
Coefficient of variation of basic strength ratio= COV(~)

(3-lb)
n

The probability distribution of the ratio can also be of interest, and needs to be
determined. Frequency analysis or statistical goodness-of-fit tests can be used for this
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purpose. The normal or lognonnal distributions are commonly used to model strength
parameters. Other distributions were also used such as the Rayleigh dkibution.
Equations 3-la and 3-lb provide expressions for the mean and coefficient of variation
of a strength parameter ratio. The benefit of expressing the results in the form of ratios is
in providing the results in dimensionless multipliers that can be used for wide range of
nominal values. Also, these expressions lend themselves for comparative analysis for
assessing the level of inherent uncertainties in different strength parameters.
3.1,2. Prediction Uncertainty”
As was discussed in previous sections, the prediction uncertainty is due to bias and
variability in the predictions of analytical models due to their limitations, assumptions and
model simplifications. This uncertainty can be quantfied by determining the nominal (or
characteristic) strength values of some strength measures of interest. Then the
corresponding experimental values (or improved analytical values) need to be evaluated.
Computations of stochastic characteristics, which include mean value, coefficient of
variation and distribution type, of the ratios of experimental to nominal values are then
performed. The results are assessments of bias and random uncertainties in strength
parameters. Both objective and subjective knowledge have to be used in this analysis.
The performance of a parametric analysis of the stochastic characteristics of the strength
ratios due to variations in the strength parameters and load proportions can provide an
assessment of the stability of the results and their ranges. The~ the results in
dmensiordess spaces need to be summarized.
According to measurement theory (Ang and Tang 1984), the error in an estimated
quantity can be considered to consist of two types, the systematic (bias) component and
the random (variability) component.
The bias component (B) can be expressed as
(3-2)
where XA = the actual strength, and XD = the design value of the strength parameter.
Sometimes, for convenience, the bias (B) is broken down into three components, the
actual to experimental bias (B 1), experimental to predicted bias (B2), and the predicted to
design bias (B2). The actual to experimental bias (B 1) is
(3-3)

The experimental to predicted bias (B2) is given by
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B2=—

XE

(3-4)

Xp

where XE = the experimental value of the strength parameter, and Xp = the predicted
value of the strength parameter. The predicted to design bias (B3) is given by
B3=— Xp
x~

(3-5)

Therefore, the total bias (B) given by Eq. 3-2 is the product of B1 to B3 as follows:
(3-6)

B = B1B2B3

The coefficient of variation of the bias, COV(B), can be considered to be a measure of
the random component of uncertainty. Therefore it is of interest and needs to be assessed.
In cases where the prediction bias includes several sources, the total variability (COVT)
can be computed using a fist order approximation:
COVT = ~COV;

(3-7a)

+ COV: + ... + COV~

where COVI = the itJ variability source. For example the coefficient of variation of the
total bias COV(B) can be computed as:
(3-7b)

COV2 (Bl ) -I- COV2 (B2 )+ COV2(B3)
The above equations are true if the COV’Sare small.

The probability distribution type of the corrected strength measure by the bias factor is
also of interest and needs to be determined.
The statistics of predcted strength can be calculated using approximate methods
(second moment) or exact methods (Monte Carlo simulation) (Ang and Tang 1975).
Monte Carlo simulation methods are used to ~sess the random bias in cases where the
predicted strength (Xp) is given in terms of a fi.mction, such as
(3-8)

Xp= g(xl, X2, .... XJ

where Xl (i = 1,2, ... n)= basic random variable. The function can be explicit as given by
Eq. 3-8, or implicit in the form of an elaborate computational procedure that is possibly
evaluated by computers. The mean predicted strength value can be obtained using Monte
Carlo simulation as follows:

(3-9)
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where Xpi = the predicted strength in the itJ simulation cycle, and N = the total number of
simulation cycles. The coefficient of variation of Xp can be computed as

.Ov(xp,=w
Xp

(3-lo)

The statistical error in the estimated mean values (Eq. 3-9) is given by

.OV(,P,=J=W
Xp

The dkibution
Of-fittests.

(3-11)

type can be determined using frequency analysis, or statistical goodness-

The mean value and coefficient of variation of Xp can be approximately evaluated
using a first-order Taylor-series expansion as follows:
VP = g(~], V2, .... Vn)

(3-12a)

Cov(xp)

(3-12b)

and

=

where vi= mean vslue of Xi, r~ = the correlation coefficient between Xi and Xj, and s =
standard deviation. The partial derivatives are evaluated at the mean value.
3.1.3. Statistical Uncertainty
The selection of a method for quantifying uncertainty depends on the available
information and its nature. These methods are generally based on statistical concepts,
probability and Bayesian approaches.
—~-.~

In cases where small sample sues are used to assess a parameter, the statwtlcrd ‘“
uncertainty in the parameter needs to be quantified. For example, the sample mean and
standard deviation can be computed for a sample of size ~ such as, xl, x2, .... xn, as
follows:
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~...

(3-13)
and

Sample standard deviatio~ SX =

In
— ~(Xi
/ n-li=l

(3-14)

‘X)2

The estimated mean (~) is uncertain due to the limited sample size and its dependence on
the sample. This statistical uncertainty in the assessed mean can be determined as
(3-15)
In equation (3-15) we can use the sample standard deviation instead of the population
standard deviation if the latter is not available. This coefficient of variation of the sample
mean accounts only for the statistical uncertainty. It does not account for other types of
uncertainty that are inherent, for example, in the sampling or testing programs. In this
study statistical uncertainty was not considered.
3,1.4. Subjective Assessment of Statistical Parameters
For some parameters, limited information about them might require an analyst to use
judgment to quantify uncertainty. For example, if only a range on the parameter is
assessed (L= lower limit of X, U = upper limit of X), then the mean value and coefficient
of variation of X can be determined as
Mean value, v = #L+

U)

(3-16)

H

Coefficient of variatio~ COV(X) = ~
&

()

~
U+L

(3-17)

Ifa triangular distribution is assumed over the range (LjU) with a mode at ~ then the
mean and standard deviation are given by
Mean value, ~ =

L+M+U
3

(3-18)

Standard deviatio~ Ux =

(3-19)

~
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For example, if ~ two standard deviations of a normal probabfity distribution are assumed
to be represented by the range (L,U), then the mean and coefficient of variation for the
normal probability distribution are given by
L-I-U
Mean value, IA= ~

(3-20)

Coefficient of variatio~ COV(X) = ~~

(3-21)

3.2. Bayesian Techniques
Engineers commonly need to solve a problem, and they must make decisions based on
limited information about one or more of the parameters of the problem. The types of
information available to them can be
1. objective information based on experimental results, or observations;
2. subjective information based on experience, intuitio~ other previous problems
that are similar to the one under consideration, or the physics of the problem.

The first type of information can be dealt with using the theories of probability and
statistics as was described in the previous sections. In this type, probability is interpreted
as the frequency of occurrence assuming sufficient repetitions of the probleq its
outcomes, and parameters, as a basis of the information. The second type of information
is subjective and can depend on the engineer or analyst studying the problem. In this type,
uncertainty exists, and needs to be dealt with using probabilities. However, the definition
of probability is not the same as the fist type, it is viewed herein as a subjective
probability that reflects the state of knowledge of the engineer or the analyst.

It is common in engineering to encounter problems with both objective and subjective
types of information. In these cases, it is desirable to utilize both types of information to
obtain solutions or make decisions. .The subjective probabilities are assumed to constitute
a prior knowledge about a parameter, with gained objective information (or probabilities).
Combfig the two types produces posterior knowledge. The combination is performed
based on Bayes’ theorem.
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If Al, A2, .... An represent the prior (subjective) informatio~ or a prutition of a
sample space S, and E c S represents the objective information (or arbitraty event) as
shown in Figure 3.1, the theorem of total probability states that
P(E) = P(A1) P(EIA1) + P(A2) P(EIA2) + ... + P(AJ P(EIAJ

(3-22)

This theorem is very important in computing the probability of the event E, especially in
practical cases where the probability cannot be computed d~ectly, but, the probabilities of
the partitioning events and the conditional probabilities can be computed.

Bayes’ theorem is based on the same conditions of partitioning and events as the
theorem of total probability and is very useful in computing the posterior (or reverse)
probability of the type P(AilE), for i = 1,2, .... n. The posterior probability can be
computed as follows:
P(AilE) =

P(Ai)P(El Ai)
P(A1)P(EI Al)+ P(AJP(ElA2)+...

+P(An)P(ElAn)

(3-23)

The denominator of this equation is P(I3), which is based on the theorem of total
probability. According to Eq. 3-23, the prior lmowledge, l?(AJ, is updated using the
objective informatio~ P(E), to obtain the posterior knowledge, P(Ai]E). Additiond
itiormation on Bayesb techniques is provided by Ang and Tang (1975).

3.2.1. Discrete Case
For an unknown parameter 0, a prior dktribution for the parameters can be
subjectively determined, and expressed using a probability mass ii.umtionas

l’@(eJ
= p(+)
or, in an abbreviated fo~
P@(ei) = P(efl

fori= 1,2, ..., n

(3-24a)

fori= 1,2, .... n

(3-24b)

as

Therefore, the parameter @is assumed to taken discrete values with probabilities given by
Eqs. 3-24. The distribution of @ reflects the uncertainty in this parameter including its
randomness. It is possible to have a parameter that is not random but uncertain, therefore
requiring its description through a dktribution as given by Eqs. 3-24.
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Now assume that new (objective) informations was obtained. Using Eq. 3-23, the
posterior distribution of the parameter can be obtained as
P(Oile) =

P(6i) P(E16i)
P(el) P(Elel)+P(e2) P(&p32)+ ...+P(6n) P(&len)

(3-25a)

where P(Oile) = the conditional probability of 6i given e, or the posterior probability for 6i;
P(ei) = prior probabtity as given by Eqs. 3-24; and P(e16i) = the probability of obtaining
the new information (e) given a certain value (6i) for the parameter. The following
notation for the posterior distribution is also common:
p@J

=

P((li) P(&16i)
P(81) p(qel)+p(e2)
P(E162)+ ...+P(en) p(slen)

(3-25b)

where P’(9i) = the condhional probabWy of ei given e, or the posterior probability for qi.
Using the prior distribution of the parameter@ given by Eqs. 3-24, the expected value
of the parameter can be computed as
,,

(3-26)

E(O) = ~6iP(ei)
i=l
Based on the posterior distribution, the expected value of @ can be computed as

E(@le)=

~eip’
(ei)
i=l

(3-27)

In many engineering problems, the parameter@ can be used to define a probabdity
distribution of a random variable X. The probability distribution of X can be either for a
discrete random variable in the form of a probability mass function, Px(x), or for a
continuous random variable in the form of a density functio~ fx(x). The Bayesian
estimation of the parameter can be used to compute Bayesh probabilities that are
obtained using the gained information about the parameters. For example, the probabdhy
that X is less than some value X. can be computed using the prior distribution as

P(X<XO) = ~P(X
i=l
or

<XOlei)P(9i)

(3-28)

Fx(xJ

(3-29)

= ~F~(x016i)P(6i)
i=l

where FAx) = the cumulative distribution function of X evaluated at Xo. using the
posterior distribution results in the following expressions:

P(X<~)

= ~P(X
i=l

Fx(xo)

= ~F~(x016i)p’(8i)
i=l

(3-30)

< X~16i)P’(Gi)

or

(3-31)

3.2.2. Continuous Case
For an unknown parameter@, a prior distribution for the parameters can be
subjectively determined, and expressed using a probability density fbnction f~(e). The
parameter O is assumed to be continuous with probabilities that can be computed based
on its density function. Agaiq the dktribution of @reflects the uncertainty in this
parameter including its randomness.
Now assume that new (objective) informations was obtained. Using Eq. 3-23, the
posterior distribution for the parameter can be obtained as

(3-32)

f@(el&)= ~f@‘e) ‘(”e)
P(~le)f@(8) de
J
–m
where f@)

= the prior density function of @;f@le) = the posterior density function of

0; and P(e16) = the probability of obtaining the new information (e) given a certain vslue
for the parameter (6). The probability P(ele) is called the likelihood function L(e). The
following notations for the postetior distribution is also common:
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f@(e) = ~f@~e) ‘(e)

(3-33)

L(e)f@(8) @
J
—m
where f@)

= the conditional density function of 9 given e, or the posterior density

function of 0.
Using the prior density function of the parameter@, the expected value of the
parameter can be computed as

(3-34)

E(@) = ~ef@(Q)de
-w

Based on the posterior distribution, the expected value of @ can be computed as

(3-35)

In many engineering problems, the parameter@ can be used to define a probability
distribution of a random variable X. The probability distribution of X can be either for a
discrete random variable in the form of a probability mass functio~ Px(x), or for a
continuous random variable in the form of a density functio~ fx(x). The Bayesian
estimation of the parameter can be used to compute Bayesian probabilities that are
obtained with the gained information about the parameters. For example, the probability
that X is less than some value ~ can be computed using the prior distribution as
w

p(x<~)

= JP(X < X. le)f@(c)de

(3-36)

or

(3-37)

, .,”..”.-,..’
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where Fx(xJ = the cumulative distribution function of X evaluated at ~.
posterior distribution results in the following expression:

Using the

(3-38)

or
Q

Fx(xJ

=

Fx (X. Ie)f’~ (c)de
J
-m

(3-39)

3.2.3 Bayesian Statistics - Mean Value with Known Variance
The Bayesian methods that were developed in the previous sections can be used in the
statistical analysis of data. In this sectio% two cases are considered to illustrate their use
in statistical analysis. The fist case deals with a random variable X that is normally
distributed with a known standard deviation. The mean value of the random variable is of
interest, and is estimated using Bayesian methods. In the second case, the random variable
X is also normally distributed, but its standard deviation is unknown. In this case, both the
mean value and the variance of the random variable are of interest, and are estimated using
Bayesian methods.
A random variable X is considered to be normally distributed with a known variance
az. The mean value of the random variable is of interest, and is unknown. The prior
dkibution of the unknown mean (v) is normal with a mean value and variance
MO,~d & respectively.New (objective)information was Obtfied @ a sampleof s~e
n. The mean value based on the sample is ~. We are interested in determining the
posterior distribution of the mean. Using Eq. 3-33, the following expression can be
established:

(3-40)

‘,.

,

Jere f(p)= the ptior density function of ~, which is normal with mean and variance of
U., ad ~~, respwtively, (i.e., N(uO, o:)); f(M)= the posterior density fimction of the
unknown mean v; and I_@)= the likelihood finction for the sample of size n. The
likelihood function can be computed as the product of n values of the density function of
the normal distribution with a mean w and standard deviations, each evaluated at a
sampled value xi. The product can be expressed as

(3-41)

It can be shown that by substituting Eq. 3-41 in Eq. 3-40, the resulting f (p) is normally
distributed with the following mean value and variance, respectively:
(3-42a)

1+

(3-42b)
.

The resulting v‘, and s’ are the posterior mean and standard deviation of the unknown
mean value ~. Using the normal posterior distribution, any Bayesian probabilities of
interest for the random variable X can be computed.
The prior and posterior mean values and variances can also be used in other aspects of
statistical analysis such as confidence intervals, and hypothesis testing. For example, they
can be used to establish the following prior confidence interval on the mean:
(3-43a)

MO– za/2~Q ~ v s WQ+ z~/2aQ
Also, they can be used to establish the following posterior cofidence interval:

where (1-a) is the confidence level. In a similar approach prior hypothesis testing, and
posterior hypothesis testing can be performed.
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3.2.4. Bayesian Statistics -Mean Value with Unknown Variance
The random variable X in this case is considered to be normally distributed with a
unknown mean value (U), and unknown variance (U2). Both the mean value and variance
of the random variable are of interest, and are unknown. The prior joint distribution of the
unknown mean (~), and unknown variance (@ is assumed to be normal-Gamma which is
defined as the product of a normal distribution for the mean (p), and a Gamma
distribution for the variance (a2). The prior information about the mean and variance is
based on a sample of siie N with sample mean and variance of ~0 and S:, respectively.
New (objective) tiormation was obtained by a sample of size n. The mean value and
variance based on the sample are ~ and S2, respectively. We are interested in
determining the posterior distribution of the mean and variance. Using Eq. 3-33, it can be
shown that the posterior distribution is also a normal-Gamtna.

The posterior mean (~’), and posterior variance (S’2) can be shown to be
~=

m–.+nx

(3-44)

n’
and
S,2 =

(N-l)S~+F@

+(n-l)S2+n~2-n’~2
n’–1

(3-45)

where
n’=N+n

(3-46)

The resulting values from Eqs. 3-44 to 3-46 are the posterior mean and standard deviation
of the unlmown mean and variance.

3.3. Relative Importance of Strength Parameters
The relative importance of different strength parameters needs to be assessed for the
purpose of allocating resources in quantifying unknown uncertainties, quality control,
development of design changes, and reliability improvement. Parametric analysis,
sensitivity factors, and weighted sensitivity factors can be used for that purpose. They
offer some benefits in certain aspects towards this objective.
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3.3.1. Parametric Analysis
Monte Carlo simulation methods can be used to assess the mean value, coefficient of
variation and distribution type of the predicted strength @p) which is according to a
function of the type
Xp = g(xl, X2, .... XJ

(347)

where Xi (i= 1,2, ... n)= basic random variable. The function can be explicit as given by
Eq. 3-47, or implicit in the form of an elaborate computational procedure that is possibly
evaluated by computers. The mean predicted strength value can be obtained using Monte
Carlo simulation according to Eq. 3-9. The coefficient of variation of Xp can be
computed using Eq. 3-10. The statistical error in the esthnated mean value is given by Eq.
3-11. The distribution type can be determined usiig frequency analysis, or statistical
goodness-of-fit tests.
The objective of parametric analysis is to investigate the effect of perturbing the mean
value, coefficient of variatio~ or changing the distribution type of only one of the basic
random variables on the mean value, coefficient of variatio~ or distribution type of the
predicted strength Xp., The analysis is typically repeated for every basic random variables.
The effeets of Xp can be normalized into some convenient dimensionless quantity, and
then ranked according to their gravity.
--

In this study, two methods of parametric analysis were developed. The first method
finds the uncertainty effect of each basic random variable when only the corresponding
variable is random and the other variables are fixed at values equal to their respective
means. For this purpose, Monte-Carlo simulation for each random variable, while keeping
the other variables fied at their mean vslues needs to be performed. Then the resulting
mean and coefficient of variation of the predicted strength (Xp) can be calculated. The
results can be expressed using the following parametric coefficients (1?ii):

‘l,=,=

(3-48)

where Pli is the parametric coefficient of the i~ random variable using method 1; and
COV(XP)i is the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength due to uncertainty in the
it~ random variable.
The second method calculates the derivatives of the coefficient of variation of the
predicted strength with respect to the coefficients of variation of the basic random
variables. The sensitivities are found in reference to a “base” strength calculated using the
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statistics of the basic random variables. In this case, the parametric coefficient (PZi ) of
the uncertainty in the itJ basic random variable is calculated using the following equation:

p2i =

ACOV(XP)i

(3-49)

In

~(Ac0v(xp)i)2
/ i=l

where P2i is the parametric coefficient of the itJ random variable using method 2; and
DCOV(Xp)i is the change in the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength due to a
change in the coefficient of variation of the ifi basic random variable by some percent.
The percent change needs to be the same for all the basic random variables.
3.3.2. Sensitivity Coefficients
The sensitivity coefficients are defined in this study as the normalized change in
predicted strength due to a change in the moments of the basic random variables. In this
method, all the random variables are generated in the simulation of the predicted strength.
The following four cases were developed:
1. The sensitivity coefficient for the mean predicted strength due to a change in
the mean value of a basic random variable (CWWi)is computed as

(3-50a)
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where ~i

= change in the mean value of the iti basic random variable; ~p =

the mean value of the predicted strengtlq and EH = change in the mean value
of the predicted strength due to the change in the mean value of the itJ basic
random variable. The means of the basic random variables are perturbed one
random variable at a time, while keeping the means of the remaining random
variables at their non-perturbed means. Their means are also perturbed using
the same percent of their respective means. The selection of the percent
change should be based on realktic possible levels for the means. The percent
change and ~p in Eq. 3-50a cancel opt flom it to produce the following
equation:

(3-50b)

I

,-

2. The sensitivity coefficient for the coefficient of variation of predicted strength
due to a change in the mean value of a basic random variable (C~~i) is
computed as

ACOV(XP)i / COV(XP)
(3-51a)

where COV(XP ) = the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength; and
ACOV(XP )i = change in the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength
due to the change in the mean value of the itJ basic random variable. The
means of the basic random variables are perturbed one random variable at a
time, while keeping the means of the remaining random variables at their nonperturbed means. The means are also perturbed using the same percent of their
respective means. The percent change and COV(XP ) in Eq. 3-5 1a cancel out
from it to produce the following equation:
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c qli=

ACOV(XP)i

..
ACOV(XP)i )2
1Iz(
vi=l

(3-51b)

In

3. The sensitivity coefficient for the mean predicted strength due to a change in
the coefficient of variation of a basic random variable (C~~i) is computed as

(3-52a)

where ACOV(Xi ) = change in the coefficient of variation of the itJ basic
random variablq ~p = the mean value of the predicted strength; and A~pi =
change in the mean value of the predicted strength due to the change in the
coefficient of variation of the ifi basic random variable. The coefficients of
variation of the basic random variables are perturbed one random variable at a
time, while keeping the COV’Sof the remaining random variables at their nonperturbed coefficients. ‘The COV’Sare also perturbed using the same percent
of their respective non-perturbed values. The coefficients of variation can be
perturbed by perturbing the corresponding standard deviations of the basic
random variables. The percent change and ~p in Eq. 3-52a cancel out from it
to produce the following equation:

(3-52b)

4. The sensitivity coefficient for the coefficient of variation of the predicted
strength due to a change in the coefficient of variation of a basic random
variable (CaGi) is computed as
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ACOV(XP)i /COv(XP )
(3-53a)
‘“”=/=

COV(XP ) = the coefficient of variation of the predicted strengtly and
ACOV(XP )i = change in the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength
due to the change in the coefficient of variation of the itJ basic random
variable. The coefficients of vatiation of the basic random variables are
perturbed one random variable at a time, while keeping the remaining random
variables at their non-perturbed coefficients. They are also perturbed using the
same percent of their respective non-perturbed values. The coefficients of
variation can be perturbed by perturbing the corresponding standard deviations
of the basic random variables. The percent change and COV(XP ) in Eq. 353a cancel out from it to produce the following equation:

c cmi =

ACOV(XP)i

(3-53b)

III
~(ACOV(Xp)i )2
i=l

II

3.3.3. Weighted Sensitivity Coefficients
In the previous sectio~ the sensitivity coefficients are defined as the normalized
changes in the moments of the predicted strength due to changes in the moments of the
basic random variables. The ftrst two cases deal with the sensitivity coefficients for the
predicted strength due to changes in the mean values of the basic random variables using a
constant percent change. The latter two cases deal with the sensitivity coefficients for the
predicted strength due to changes in the coefficients of variation of the basic random
variables using a constant percent change. It needs to be noted that in the first two cases,
a constant percent change in the mean values can result in dtierent percentiles (or
cumulative probabilities) for the different random variables according to their respective
probabilistic characteristics. In order to impose a constant cumulative probability, the
definition of the first two cases needs to be revised by basing the changes in the means on
a constant percent change of their respective standard deviations, instead of a constant
percent change of their respective means. The results are the weighted sensitivity
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coefficients for the fit two cases. The Mter cases do not require any revision. The
revised fist two cases are as follows:
1. The sensitivity coefficient for the mean predicted strength due to a change in
the n-manvalue of a basic random variable (Wj.@ is computed as

(3-54a)

w ppi =

where ~i

= change in the mean value of the it~ basic random variable; ~p =

the mean value of the predicted strengtly and A~H = change in the mean value
of the predicted strength due to the change in the mean value of the itJ basic
random variable. The means of the basic random variables are perturbed one
random variable at a time, while keeping the remaining random variables at
their non-perturbed means. They are perturbed using the same percent of their
respective standard deviations. The percent change and ~p in Eq. 3-54a
cancel out from it to produce the following equation:

(3-54b)

2. The sensitivity coefficient for the coefficient of variation of predicted strength
due to a change in the mean value of a basic random variable (W~Pi) is
computed as
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ACOV(Xp)i/COV(Xp )
(3-55a)

1
l’”

where COV(XP ) = the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength; and
ACOV(XP )i = change in the coefficient of variation of the predicted strength
due to the change in the mean value of the itJ basic random variable. The
means of the basic random variables are perturbed one random variable at a
time, while keeping the remaining random variables at their non-perturbed
means. They are perturbed using the same percent of their respective standard
deviations. The percent change and COV(XP ) in Eq. 3-55a cancel out from it
to produce the following equation:

ACOV(XP)i
(3-55b)
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4. FAILURE MODES AND STRENGTH ASSESSMENT MODELS
4.1 Identification of Failure Modes
As pointed out by Pittaluga (1987), historically the principal obstacles to achieving
reliability-based design have been (a) the lack of accurate and efficient algorithms for
calculating the limit states, and (b) the lack of computer implementation of these
algorithms, But since then both obstacles have been overcome. In 1988 SNAME
published Ship SLwcturd Design by Hughes (1988), which combines and builds on the
work of many ship structures researchers, and presents the underlying theory and the
solution algorithms for all of the relevant ftiure modes. Secondly, all of these algorithms
have been implemented in the MAESTRO computer program (Hughes 1985), which
requires only a PC and is now widely used by designers, shipyards, classiilcation societies
and many other organizations (e.g., nine navies and two coast guard agencies).
Table 4.1 lists the failure modes of the principal members of ship structures and gives
the failure category and the computational algorithm source for each of them,
,,,.....>..
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Collapse SSDSee. 14.2
Collapse SSD Sec. 13.2 -13.4
Collapse SSD See. 12.5
collap* SSD See. 13.1& 15.5

%iffenerFlexore
Combined13uekling
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Stiffener Unseticeability
@ltial Yield)

Tensioq Flange
Tension,Plate
CompressionFlange
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Beam Theory& SSDSec.8.6
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Yield
Yield
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Yield, plate bending
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OK
Ins@.
N. A.
Insufr.
N. A.
N. A.
N. A,
N. A.

Yield SSDSec.9.1& 9.2
Unserv. SSDSec.12.6
Yield SSDSee.9.3- 9.5& (H&C91)

N. A.
OK
OK

collapse SSDSee.13.1
Collapse SSDSec.15.4& 15.5
Collapse SSDSee.16.1& 16.2
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BEAM
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Tripping
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GRILLAGE
Collapse
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PlasticHinge Table 4.1 Identification
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N. A.

InsuH.
Collapse SSDSee.10.2& 13.5,6
Sec.16.1-16.4
SSD
InsLM.
Q!k!l?E
of Failure Modes for Principal Structural Members
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4.2 Selection of Failure Modes for this Project
4.2.1 Necessity of Experimental Data
In general, the ordy.way to assess the accuracy of a failure theory and its associated
computational algorithm is from physical dat~ either model or full scale. That is, in
structural engineering, apart from a few exceptions, it is inadvisable to try to assess the
accuracy of a theory by means of another theory. For ship structures this important
principle raises a major difficulty because there are many possible failure modes, and for
some of them there is not sufficient experimental data. For other types of structures the
requisite experiments have been performed. For example, for box girder bridges the steel
portion (the box), has a simple geometry and the number of difFerentpossible failure
modes is smal~ therefore it has been easier to obtain the necessary measurements. Also
this testing process received very large international support in the 70’s because of a series
of structural failures of new bridges.
For aircraft the large production numbers make it possible to conduct numerous full
scale tests, including even the testing to destruction of a prototype. In offshore structures
the enormous financial scale of the oil indust~ - in both costs and revenues - has
motivated large expenditure by the industry and by some governments to pay for whatever
structural tests were needed. For example, over a period of about ten years the
American Petroleum Institute (an industry-wide funding agency) sponsored the
development of a completely new snd comprehensive family of failure algorithms for
stiffened cylinders of all relevant proportions and stiffening arrangements. This included a
very comprehensive series of 1/4 scale collapse tests - the largest such testing program
ever conducted apart from submarine hulls (for which the results are less relevant because
of the greater pressure, and are not available anyway).
4.2.2 Failure Modes That Do Not Qualify
For some failure modes the limit value is not a calculated quantity but rather a specific
independent quantity such as yield stress, or a specified maximum allowable response
value under a nominated “design” load. Two examples are maximum (elastic) deflection
and maximum allowable permanent set. Since the limit value does not contain any
cahdationd
or moakling uncertainty, these ftilure modes are not relevant for this
project. Yield stress does contain some bias and uncertainty, but it is obtained from
material sampling, which is a separate aspect of rationally-based design. In Table 4.1
these failure modes have “N.A.” (Not Applicable) in the column headed “Status re
Available Data”. This leaves ten failure modes that involve calculated failure values. Of
these, four were found to have sufficient data for statistical analysis; these are labeled OK
in the Table, The other six do not have sufficient dat~ and they are labeled “Insuff.”
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4.2.3 Selection Criteria and Final Choice
The M choice of failure mode was based on the degree of seriousness, as measured
by the following criteria:
(1) size or importance of the members
(2) sudden failure (e.g., buckling) vs. progressive failure in proportion to overload
(3) consequence of ftilure: does member collapse or merely become unserviceable
(4) existence of alternative load paths (redundancy of member)
Once these criteria are stated the choice becomes obvious. Stiffened panel collapse
due to flexural (beam-column) failure of the stiffeners, the first failure mode, is more
serious than the other three modes in all of the above criteria. The two modes of plate
unserviceability are much less serious, and the plastic hinge collapse of a beam is
proportional to the load. Also, in a ship a beam is usually part of a 3D framework and so
there are several alternative load paths.
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5. ALGORITHMS AND DATA FOR COMPRESSIVE COLLAPSE
OF STIFFENED PANELS
5.1 Available Algorithms
5.1.1 “Standard”

Algorithm

The best (most thoroughly validated and widely accepted) computational model for
this failure mode is that developed in the UK under the guidance and sponsorship of the
Merrison Committee, which led to the UK LRFD Code for steel box girder bridges,
BS5400 (British Standards Institute, 1982). This computational model is directly
applicable to ship panels and is presented for that application in Section 14.2 of Ship
Structural Design (SSD), It has also been adopted by Lloyds Register of Shipping and is
implemented in the LR computer program for panel strength: LR Pass Program 20202. It
is also implementedin the MAESTRO program. Because of its thorough validation and
wide acceptance, we will herein refer to this as the “Standard” algorithm.
The Standard algorithm is presented snd validated in Chapter 14 of SSD, and this
chapter is included herein as Appendix B. In this model each stiffener is regarded as an
isolated beam-colurnq with the plating acting as one of the two flanges. If the stiffener is
a tee sectio~ then the beam-column is monosymmetric. Because of the relatively large
width of the plate flange, the neutral axis of the beam-column is close to the plating; and
hence the largest flexural stress occurs in the stiffener flange. Because of the unsymmetry
about the neutraI axis, the two directions of primary bending (bending in the plane of the
web) have quite dtierent consequences. Figure 14.2 of Appendix B illustrates the two
cases. When the bending deflection is toward the plating the flexural stress in the stiffener
flange is compressive, and it combmes with the applied axial compressive stress, so that
the stiffener flange is the most highly stressed location in the cross section. Eventually it
reaches the yield stress and the beam-column collapses. In this case we speak of the
collapse as behg “stiHener-induced”. In the terminology of SSD, this is called a “Mode I“
collapse. In contrast, when the bending deflection is toward the stiffener, the compressive
flexural stress now occurs in the plating and it combines with the applied axial
compressive stress. Eventually this combined compressive stress causes the plate to
buckle and the beam-colunq having lost its major flange, simultaneously collapses. In
this case we speak of the collapse as being “plate-induced”. In the terminology of SSD,
this is called a “Mode II” collapse.
The accuracy of the Standard algorithm over all combinations of lateral and in-plane
loads is demonstrated in Section 14.4 of Appendix B. Figure 14.11 gives a good overall
summary of the results.
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5.1.2 Other Algorithms
Prior to the publication of the Standard algori~
various researchers had developed
five other methods: Faulkner (1975B), Murray (1975), Carlsen (1980), Dwight and Little
(1976) and Home and Narayanan (1977).. Faulkneis method (1975B) is based on a
Johnson-Ostenfeld approxima~on together with an effective width approach for plate
behavior. This method was also presented in Faullmer et al (1973). The methods of
Murray (1975), Carlsen (1980), Dwight snd Little (1976), and Home and Narayanan
(1977) are all based on a Perry-Robertson formulatio~ also with an effective width model
for the plating. The main differences in these methods are the ways they account for the
effects of residual stress, initial imperfections, and eccentricity due to loss of plate
effectiveness.
5.1.3 Smith Algorithm
A quite diHerent algorithm is presented in (Smith 1975), which makes use of an
extremely detailed model and large amounts of iteration. For example, the web of each
stiHene.ris divided vertically into ten or more “layers” or “zones”, and a new solution is
performed each time the stress distribution changes in any zone. The solution also
involves incremental stepping along a series of idealized stress-strain curves for the
plating. The total computation is much larger than in the Standard algorithm, and yet as
shown on pages 48415 of SSD, the Standard algorithm gives comparable results, provided
that it is used in close association with a three-dimensional finite element analysis of the
structure, so that the tie boundary conditions for the panel are known. This is the way
the Standard algorithm is used in the MAESTRO program, and the finite element analysis
is not an extra computational burden because it must be performed in any case in order to
determine what are the actual or working stresses in the panel, without which the panel
could not be designed or even assessed as to its adequacy.
In view of the large computational burden of the Smith algorithm and the fact that the
computer program for it is not publicly or commercially available, the Smith algorithm is
not suitable for the purposes of this project.

5.2 Summary of Current Code-based Design Practices
Since the ultimate goal of the SSC research program is to develop a probability-based
design procedure for ship structures, we thought it would be helpful to briefly summarize
the current situation in regard to code-based (or rule-based) design, because some
organizations have already adopted probabilistic-based design guidelines, and others are in
a state of transition.
5.2.1 AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design Code
The AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specification was first
introduced in 1986. The specification was developed under the leadership of Galambos
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(e.g., Pinkham and Hansen 1978, Galarnbos 1972, Galambos and Ravindra 1978,
Galarnbos 1981, and Ravindra and Galambos 1978). The general format for the LRFD
specification is

(5-1)

where $ = strength reduction factor, R = resistance or strength according to some failure
mode, g = load amplification factor, L = load type, and n = number of combined loads.
The development of the LRFD code was based on a probability-based model (Galarnbos
and Ravindra 1978, Ravindra and Galarnbos 1978, Ellingwood, et al. 1980, and
Gakunbos, et al. 1982), calibration with the 1978 ASIS Allowable Stress Design
Specticatio~ and expert judgment based on previous design experiences. In developing
the specification, it was necessary to change the design practice from working stress to
limit stress, and from allowable to ultimate which was also reliability-based.
In preparation for the development of the AISC LRFD specificatio~ uncertainties in
strength parameters of steel structures were investigated and summarized by Ellingwood
(1980). Also, the study included other materials such as timber, and reinforced and
prestressed concrete. The results of this study were used to quantify strength uncertainties
in marine structures.
5.2.2 AASHTO Code
Currently, the AASHTO Spectication is being revised to an LRFD format. The
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) has published the third Draft
of LRFD Specifications and Commentary in 1992 titled “Development of Comprehensive
Bridge Specifications and Commentary.” The document is marked not for distribution
pending review and approval. It is widely expected that the AASHTO LRJ?D code will
closely follow much of the AISC code. Many of the individuals instmmental in the
development ‘of the AISC LRFD code are involved with the AASHTO effort.

5.2.3 API RP 2A Recommended Practice
The eighteenth edition (September, 1989) of the API Recommended Practice for
Planning, Designing and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platforms is not yet an LRFD code.
The code is primarily concerned with the design of tubular members and joints. The code
makes extensive reference both to the AISC Code and to recommended practices of the
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American Welding Society (AWS), though it speciilcally warns against using the new
AISC LRFD Code. This is because the load and resistance factors used in the AISC Code
are based on a calibration with building design practices. There is research currently in
progress to attempt to develop load and resistance factors which would be useful in an
offshore design. In the area of fatigue design the code relies on extensive studies
peflormed by Wirsching and others to take into account the probabilistic nature of the
random loading. However, the RI? 2A fatigue code still recommends using a design life of
two times the expected life and requires that the cumulative damage ratio remains below 1
for the design life of the structure.
5.2.4 U.S. Navy Design Data Sheets
In naval ship structural design the current design methods do not address failure
modes or strength values explicitly. Instead the U. S. Navy uses a series of “design data
sheets” which spell out a particular sequence of calculations, the result of which is either
the (minimum) required member sizes or minimum values of size-related member
properties, such as section modulus, from which the sizes maybe determined. There are
usually several such calculation procedures to be performed, and each procedure has been
developed starting with the assumption (based on experience) that for that particular type
of ship, one or two particular failure modes will govern the design.
In the U. S. Navy the two principal documents for the design of structural members are
DDS 100-4 Strength of Structural Members, and DDS-1OO-6 Longitudinal Strength
Calculations. Both of these documents have been in place for a long time, with the newer
DDS 100-4 having an effective date of February 1979. The.principal references for DDS
100-4 date back to the work of Dr. Friedrich Bleich in the 1950’s (Bleic~ 1952; Bleich
and Ramsey, 1958). While the procedure in DDS 100-4 has its roots in sound analysis,
simplistic modeling of the interaction of load components and arbitrary factors of safety
render the actual level of safety present in the iinal design results an unknown quantity.
There is an effort underway through the Naval Sea Systems Command to update and
improve the Design Data Sheets. It is very likely that the update will be in the form of a
reliability-based design code.
5.2.5 American Bureau of Shipping Rules
The American Bureau of Shipping published annually the latest revision to its
Guidelines for the constmction of steel merchant vessels. Though many of the procedures
and formulae in the publication are empirically-based, there has been a steaddy increasing
effort to introduce a probabtistic basis into the selection of some of the coefficients used
in the design equations. To help to make the rules more accessible and readable, ABS has
begun to publish the rules in a computer CD ROM format. With the search and retrieval
software available with the rules, it is si@cantly easier to find the needed topic and all
relevant factors to the design of a particular component.
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Their most recent effort to update and improve the classification procedure has been
the introduction of the AIM SafeHull System (Grove and Coulter, 1993). Though
available only for tankers at the time of this report, there is an effort underway to produce
a similar system for bulk carriers. The system is a suite of computer programs airned at
assisting the structural designer in evaluating design alternatives and producing a safe
design suitable for classification. The strength assessment in the programs covers the
ftilure modes of yielding, buckling, and fatigue. The SafeHull System is a computerized
implementation of the strength assessment procedures published in the “Guide for
Dynamic Based Design and Evaluation of Tanker Structures” and the “Guide for the
Fatigue Strength Assessment of Tankers” (ABS, 1993a snd 1993b).
5.2.6 Lloyd’s Register of Shipping Rules
The complete set of LR Rules for ship classification is now available on CD ROM.
For this project the 1989 edition of the Lloyd’s Rules was investigated. The ship
structures related issues are contained in Parts 3 and 4. The generaJ organization and type
of rules are similar to those of ABS. There is no explicit assessment of strength in specific
failure modes, rather the procedure leads one to design a safe structure by simple formulae
aimed at detining spechic scantlings. As a result, information about levels of safety
included in the design are not apparent. However, Lloyd’s does allow for direct
calculations either through its LR PASS program or through the designer’s own
calculation procedure. In the latter case the designer would be required to provide details
of the calculations and any programs used for the analysis.
5.2.7 Det Norske Veritas Rules
Det Norske Veritas’s role is simil~ to that of AIM and Lloyd’s. Though not widely
used in the United States for ship desig~ DnV Rules are extensively used in the offshore
field. Most of the calculations ‘inthe DnV rules are similar in nature to the other
classification societies - that is they are aimed at assisting the designer in developing
adequate scantlings without burdening him with the analysis of which failure mode or
modes is the most critical. The basis for much of the calculations and equations in the
DnV rules can be found in the Ships’ Load and Strength Manual (Lersbryggen, 1978).
This manual contains a comprehensive set of approximate formulae for the strength of
stiffened panels. These formulae are, in general, developed from the underlying them-y
through the use of suitable engineering approxirhations. While very useful, the manual
does not provide any new theory or approach to the strength assessment of stiffened
panels.

5.3 Available Test Data
The main focus of this study is the uncertainty in the strength of longitudinally
stiffened panels under axial compression. The data sets used in this study are the those
which were readily obtainable and which had sufficient data for the purpose. Other
sources of data were either found to be propriety or of insufficient scope or lacking
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some of the required data. There may well be other sources that we dld not find due to
limited publication. In the end, sufficient data was found to be available only for single
bay panels under purely axial compression. Even here there were only three test series
which fulfdled the requirements – the nominally identical and parametric series reported in
Faullmer (1977) and the panels reported in Michelutti (1977).
The tests reported in Smith (1975) are for three-bay panels, and in general they
were each difFerent and they each involved a different mode of failure, including stiffener
tripping and @age buckhg. The only exception was one pair of nominally identical
panels. Unfortunately there are very few other three-bay panel tests, and none which are
sufficiently similar in loading and g~omery to be grouped with Smith’stests.

1-

Faulkner (1977) reported on four test programs: the student series, the nominally
identical series, the residual welding stress series, and the parametric series. The
nominally identical and parametric series data are analyzed in this study. The student
series was deemed inappropriate for use as a result of vagueness in the reporting. The
residual stress series was conducted to investigate the effect of residual stress on the
overall strength of a welded panel, and consists of two sets of panels. This series was not
used herein because the first set was stress relieved by baking, and the second set is not
fully documented. The second set was constructed similarly to the nominally identical
series, but the welding methods were varied to create different amounts of residual stress.
The dmensions and material properties are not reported for the panels, nor are their
statistics aside from the mean values.
The nominally identical tests were conducted to quantifj the strength uncertainties
resulting from normal shipyard construction methods. The panels were all constructed
from the same design with variation resulting purely from fabrication and material
randomness. The panels consisted of plating reinforced with five stiHeners, oriented
longitudinally approximating quarter scale deck panels of one bay length. Each panel was
loaded axially to compressive failure. h order to make the panels are more sensitive to
variations in dimensions and residual stress, -theywere designed such that the stiffener
slenderness parargeter, hs, was of the order of 0.9, and the plate slenderness parameter,
~, was of the order of 2.1. Faulkner(1977) presented an analysis of the subjective and
objective uncertainties associated with these tests. In Section 6.3.2 we compare our
analysis with his and give reasons why we believe ours to be more accurate.
The parametric series tests were conducted to examine the effect on ultimate
strength of varying slenderness ratios. The slenderness ranges were 1,2,3,4 for ~ and
0.375, 0.750, 1.125 for Ls. They were of the same scale as the nominally identical series,
constructed from plating with 5 longitudinal stiffeners, and of one bay length. The
loading was purely axial and increased until ultimate failure. The construction methods
were consistent for each panel. All but three of the panels had tee stiffeners.
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The tests conducted by Michelutti (1977) consisted of single bay models with
combmed axial and lateral pressure loads. Of the 15 models reported, three were axially
loaded and two of these were used in this study.
“The details of all of the panels and test programs are discussed in the following
chapter.
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6. DEMONSTRATION OF UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENT FOR
COLLAPSE OF STIFFENED PANELS
In this chapter we demonstrate the estimation of random and modeling uncertainties in
the strength of stiffened panels that ,fail under inelastic collapse, using data from two series
of tests reported by Faul.lmer (1977) and one series reported by Michelutti and Murray
(1977). Section 6.1 describes the tests and the panels used in these tests.

6.1 Description of Panels
6.1.1 Faulkner’s nominally identical series
The nominally identical series of panel tests in Faulkner (1977) were conducted to
examine strength uncertainties in longitudh-mllystiffened panels under axial compressive
loading. The models were fabricated at a naval shipyard under normal conditions and
tested to failure. Of the 13 models tested, 4 failed in stii%ener-inducedcollapse (Mode I)
and 9 ftied in plate-inducd collapse (Mode II). (For brevity we will use the “Mode”
terminolo~, a description of the two modes was given in Section 5.1.1). The four panels
that failed in Mode I initially had unusually large eccentricities, and they were straightened
out after constructio~ and before testing, by means of an unspecified amount of heating.
We did not include these four panels because of the artticial and completely unknown
amount of bias that they contain.
Figure 6-1 depicts a panel in the nominally identical series. The panels were designed
to represent a quarter scale deck panel and were stiffened by five stiiTenerscut from 3“xl”
Ministry of Defense (UK) Standard Tees. Simply supported boundary conditions were
simulated by applyingthe load through knife edges at the elastic neutral axis. End caps
were used to shed the load from the lmife edge into the cross section. The stiffness added
to the panels by these end caps shorten the simply supported length for analysis purposes
to the reported effective length. The effective length
— formulation is treated in Faullmer
(1977).
As the panels were nominally identical, any differences in the panels were due to
randomness in the variables. The statistics of the measured material properties and the
dimensions of the panels are reported in Table 6-1, along with the nominal (design) values.
The actual scantlings of each panel were not reported in Faulkner (1977). All random
variables iu Table 6-1 were assumed to be normal. The effective length (aJ, stiffener
spacing (b), and stiffener flange breadth (l@ were all considered constant, as follows.
ae = 790.0 mm,
b=183.0 mm,
bf =25.4 mm.
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We.used effective length in all calculations. For simplicity, in the rest of the section
we will refer to effective length using the term “length” and denote it by “a”.
The plate free edges had a width of b/3 to approximate the same bucklhg stress as the
supported plate.

Random Variable

Nominal
Valuel
3.0 mm

Mean

Plate Thickness
I
[ 3.07 mm
(TPL)
32.5 mm
32.5 mm
Depth of stiffener
(d)
4.4 mm
4.90 mm
Web thickness
(TSW)
6.4 mm
I 5.84 mm I
Flange thickness I
(TSF)
240 N/mm2
238 N/mm2
Plate yield stress
(SigY(PL))
240 N/mm2
295 N/mm2
Stiffener yield stress
(SigY(STF))
Eccentricity (e)
M.52732
+0.52732
Tension zone
2.772
2.7095
parameter, q, due to
residual stresses4
208 kN/mm2
Younds modulus
201 kN/mm2

Cov (Ye)

Standard Deviation
0.027937 mm

I

0.91

0.26975 mm

0.83

0.01519 mm

0.31

0.012848 mm

I

0.22

19.754 N/mm2

8.3

16.52 N/mm2

5.6

0.52733
0.294

100.
10.85

3.015 kN/mm2

1.5

Notes:
lNominal dmensions from Ministry of Defense (UK) Standard Tee Bar catalog
2The mean and nominal values were estimated to be -a/1500 for Mode I and +a/1 500
for Mode II.
3The standard deviation of the eccentricity was assumed to be equal to the length of
the panel over 1500.
4Pages 393-394 of Hughes (1988) address this parameter. The nominal and mean
values of q are based on the assumption that @ay = 0.10, where ~r is the compressive
residual stress and ay is the yield stress of the plating.
Table 6-1. Uncertainties in Geomet~ and Material Properties of Stiffened Panel

The compressive residual stress, which was measured after fabrication corresponds to
a tension zone parameter (q) of 4.2. The residual stress is not directly specified in the
algorithm that we used to predict strength where the residual stress is fixed at a value
approximately equal to ten percent of yield stress of the plating. In this study we used a
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mean tension zone parameter, q = 2.710, which corresponds to a residual stress equal to
ten pereent of the yield stress.
The statistics of the panel eccentricity were not given and so we had to use an
assumed distributio~ based on the following statement born Section 2.2 of Faulkner
(1977): “the st~ener deformations were very sn@ usually much less than a/1000 and in
no case greater than a/500.. .“. We therefore assumed mean eccentricities of -a/1500 for
Mode I and +tdl 500 for Mode II, with a standard deviation of all 500. To check if our
assumption on the standard deviation of the panel eccentricity was reasonable, we
estimated the standard deviation of the eccentricity of fourteen panels studied by
Michelutti and Murray (1977). The standard deviation was found to be a/1376, which
indicated that our assumption was reasonable.
Finally, it is observed from Table 6-1 that the eccentricity, the yield stresses of the
plate and stiffener and the residual stress have the largest coefficients of variation.

6.1.2. Faulkner’s parametric series
The second set of panels used in this study is the set referred to as the parametric
series in Faulkner (1977). In this series 24 panels were tested to study the effect of
varying slenderness ratios on the column strength. 19 of these panels failed in Mode II
and were used in this study. Of the five not used, 2 experienced tripping failure and 3 had
flat bar stiiTenersinstead of T-shaped stiffeners.
The panel dmensions and’properties were reported for each panel and are given in
Table 6-2. The panels had the same layout as the nominally identical series, with 5
stiffeners aligned longitudinally and b/3 free-edge plate width. The stiffeners were also cut
from 3” x 1“ Admiralty tees. Residual compressive stresses were measured and found to
correspond to a range of q from 3 to 4.5. For the strength predictions q was defaulted to
2.710 as in the nominally identical series. The test procedure was identical with the
exception of the load being applied at the midpoint of the dktance between the initial
(elastic) neutral axis and the predicted final neutral axis. The predicted final neutral axis
location was based on an assumption of 40t of the plating being effective.
The panel mid span eccentricity was reported for each panel. For the nominal
calculations the mean eccentricity was set to one standard deviation (til 500), and it was
negative for Mode I and positive for Mode II.
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Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8“
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

a
(mm)
244.00
384.00
638.00
523,00
488.00
767.00
1275.00
1046.00
732.00
1151.00
1913.00
1570.00
262.00
244.00
422.00
384.00
523.00
488.00
843.00
767.00
785.00
732.00
1265.00
1151.00

b
( )
8;.;0
147.00
221.00
236.00
88.40
147.00
221,00
236.00
88.40
147.00
221.00
236.00
88.40
177.00
265.00
295.00
88.40
177.00
265.00
295.00
88.40
177.00
265.00
295.00

TPL
(mm)
3.07
2.62
2.54
2.01
3.07
2.62
2.54
2.01
3.07
2,62
2.54
2.01
3.10
3.05
3.07
2.57
3.10
3.05
3.07
2,57
3.10
3.05
3.07
2.57

d
(mm)
23.6036.60
60,20
49.80
23,60
36.60
60.20
49.80
23.60
36,60
60.20
49.80
26.40
23.60
40.10
36.60
26.40
23.60
40.10
36.60
26.40
23.60
40.10
36;60

TSW

bf

(mm)

(mm)

4.88
4.83
4.90
4.80
4.88
4.83
4.90
4.80
4.88
4.83
4.90
4.80
3.10
4.85
4.95
4.90
3.10
4.85
4.95
4.90
3.10
4.85
4.95
4,90

12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
12.70
0.00
12.70
12.70
12.70
0.00
12.70
12.70
12.70
0.00
12.70
12.70
12.70

TSF
(mm)
6.17
6.22
6,10
6.25
6.17
6.22
6.10
6.25
6.17
6.22
6.10
6.25
0.00
6.15
6.20
6.12
0.00
6.15
6.20
6.12
0.00
6.15
6.20
6.12

sigY
(FL)
250.00
250.00
256.00
221,()()
225.00
239,00
270.00
247.00
230.00
239.00
239.00
249.00
253.00
242.00
227.00
244.00
229.00
229.00
253.00
261.00
258.00
242.00
244.00
239.00

SigY
(STF)
283.()()
262.00
247.00
250.00
259.00
259,00
246.00
259,00
283.00
258.00
252.00
266,00
261.00
269.00
267.00
273.00
256.00
246.00
266.00
247.00
262.00
262,00
262.00
267.00

Not.EYield stressesof stiffenerand plate are expressedin N/mm2
Table 6-2: Propertiesof Panels in Parametric Series
6.1.3 Panels A6 and H: Michelutti (1977)
Fifteen panels were tested in a variety of loading conditions. Three of these panels
were loaded in purely axial compression. Of these three, a panel called “panel J“ failed in
Mode I and the rem@ing two panels called “Panels A6 and H“ failed in mode II. Panel J
was predisposed to fail in Mode I by moving the point of load application closer to the
tiee edge of the stfieners from the centroid. The two other panels, A6 and H, were not
arranged to favor either failure mode.
Panels A6 amdH share siar
dimensions and properties with the most significant
difference being overall length. The panels are stiffened by five bulb stiffeners and are
loaded at the elastic neutral axis. The panel properties are listed in Table 6-3.
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Panel
A6
H

a
(-)
4930
3450

b
(mm)
530
530

tp
(-)
9.60
9.47

tw
(mm)
7.31
7.08

d
(mm)
152.0
152.0

bf
(row)
28.6
28.6

tf
(-)
15.9
15.9

SigY
(PL)
368
378

SigY
(Stf)
383
389

Note: Yield stresses are expressed in N/rnm2
Table 6-3. Properties of Panels from Michelutti (1977)

6.2 RewM for random uncertainty
We estimated the uncertainty in the compressive strength of the stiffened panels
described in Section 6.1 due to random uncertainties in geometry and material properties
for two failure modes: stifFenerinitiated inelastic buckling (Mode 1) and plate initiated
inelastic buckling (Mode II). Section 6.2.1 presents the results. We also estimated the
effect of each random uncertainty in geometry and material properties on the strength, and
ranked these uncertainties in terms of importance. Those results are presented in Section
6.2.2.
6.2.1. Effect of random uncertainties on strength
Several combinations of axial and transverse in-plane loads and lateral pressure were
studied to cover the range of realistic combinations of these loads. Specifically, the lateral
pressure, p, ranged from -0.07 MPa to 0.07 MPa (positive pressure is from the plate to the
stiffener). We considered four cases where transverse stress was O,1/16, 1/8 and 1/4 of
the applied axial stress.
The statistics of the strength were estimated using Monte-Carlo simulation. In each
replication we predicted the axial strength of a panel corresponding to a set of samples of
the random variables using the Standard algorithm described in Section 5.1.1 and
presented in full in Appendm B.
The Standard algorithm assumes a freed design value for residual stress, equal to ten
percent of the yield stress. In contrast, Faulkner’s algorithm (1973) explicitly allows for
residual stress. Therefore, in order to account for the uncertainty in residual stress, we
used two separate Monte-Carlo simulations. In the first simulation we used Faulkner’s
algorithm (1973) to predict strength and we estimated the COV of the strength due to
residual stress only, Covresidwl, by tig
all other variables at their mean values. In the
second sirnulatio~ we used the Standard algorithm to estimate the COV of the strength
due to all of the other factors, CoVotheF Then we obtained the total uncertainty in the
strength, COVT, using the following equatio~ which is derived from eq.(3 .7):

COVT = (cov&id@
+COV&)l’2
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(6-1)

In this equatio~ COVT is the COV of the strength due to all uncertainties. For Mode
I, the residual stress does not significantly affect the strength. Therefore, we assumed that
COVT = c~vother for Mode I.
A panel fails under Mode I or Mode II depending on the direction of the eccentricity
and lateral pressure. As a result, some of the samples generated in one simulation failed
under Mode I and the others under Mode II. We separated the samples depending on the
mode under which they failed and estimated the mean and COV of each mode separately.
The mean value of the strength for Mode I was found to be 247.5 MPa and the COV
10.2OYO.The corresponding values for Mode II were 156.5 MPa and 6.33%. The mean
strength the nominal strength and the mean strength plus and minus one and two standard
deviations are plotted in Figures 6-2 to 6-9 as a function of the lateral pressure. The
nominal strength was defined as the smallest of the strengths of Modes I and II that
correspond to the nominal wdues of the variables in Table 6-1. Figures 6-2 to 6-5 are for
applied transverse stress equal to O(case A), 1/16 (case B), 1/8 (case C) and 1/4 (case D)
of the axial stress, respectively. The corresponding results for Mode II are shown in
Figures 6-6 to 6-9.
The curves for the mean strength and the mean plus and minus one and two standard
deviations extend to the range of positive pressures from Oto 0.035 MPa for Mode I
(Figure 6-2) because, although positive pressures favor Mode II, the panel may still fail
under Mode I in this range because the eccentricity is random. Let us consider a panel
that has failed. For each value of the lateral pressure in the range from Oto 0.035 MPa
each collapse mode has a conditional probabfity of occurrence (conditioned on the event
that the panel has failed), which depends on the pressure and the probability distribution of
the eccentricity. The summation of the condhional probabilities of occurrence of the two
modes is one for a given value of the pressure. For positive pressures the conditional
probability of occurrence of mode I decreases as the pressure increases because positive
pressure favors plate induced collapse. The interaction curves for Mode II extend to the
range of negative pressures for the same reason.

We observe the following from the Figures.
1. The standard deviation of the strength for Mode I changes considerably with pressure.
For example, when there is no applied transverse stress, the standard deviation
changes from about 11 MPa to 27 MPa when the pressure changes from -0.07 MPa to
+0.35 MFa (Figure 6-2).
2. The range of variation of the standard deviation of the strength for Mode I is smaller
for larger values of the applied transverse stress than for smaller values (Figures 6-2 to
6-5).
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3. The variability in the strength due to random uncertainty is almost independent of the
applied lateral pressure for Modes II. (Figures 6-6 to 6-9).
4. The nominal strength is considerably smaller than the mean strength for pressures from
-0.07 to -0.0175 MP~ which means that if we predict the strength using the nominal
values of the random variables we will be on the conservative side (see Figures 6-2 to
6-5). We believe that the main reason is that the nominal yield stress of the stiHener is
signiikantly lower than the measured value (Table 6-l).
5. The nominal strength is almost identical to the mean for pressures from -0.0175 to
0.07 b9Pa (Figures 6-6 to 6-9). This is because some of the nominal values used to
predkt the strength were conservative (e.g., plate and web thicbess), and others were
non conservative (e.g., plate yield stress)(Table 6-1), and yet close to the measured
values.

6.2.2. Ranking of random uncertainties
We ranked uncertainties in terms of importance using the three methods described in
Section 3.3: Parametric Analysis and the two methods using Sensitivity Coefficients
(unwei@ed and weighted). The coefficients measure the effect of random uncertainties
in strength parameters on strength. They can be used to allocate resources in design and
in collecting data for the statistical properties of the random variables. In the following we
present the results:
Parametric Analvsis
This method finds the effect of each uncertainty on strength when the corresponding
variable is random and the remaining variables are fixed at their means. Uncertainties are
ranked using the corresponding parametric coefficients, Pli, that are calculated from
equation 3-48.

COV(XP)l

Pli =

i=l,...,n

In
p

(3-48)

(COV(X’p)i)2
i=l

where COV(X )i is the COV of the predicted strength due to the uncertainty in the ith
random variab fe and n is the number of random variables. Table 6-4 presents the COWS
of the predicted strength due to each uncertainty and the parametric coefficient of each
random variable for Modes I and II. Figure 6-10 shows the contribution of each
uncertainty to the sum in equation 3-48, for Modes 1. Figure 6-11 shows the
corresponding results for Mode II.
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Random Variable

Mode I:

Plate Thickness
Depth of stiffener
Web thickness
Flange thiclmess
Plate vield stress
Stiffener yield stress
Young’s modulus, plate
Young’s modulus,
stiffener
Eccentricity
Residual stress

0.10
0.33
0.01
0.04
0.01
4.82
0.19
0.39

Mode I:
Parametric
coefficient
0
0.03
0
0
0
0.48
0.01
0.03
0.88
.-

8.90
..

0.01
5.39
0.01
0.47
0.04
2.86
0.76

0
0.87
10
0.08
0
0.46
0.12

Table 6-4. Ranking of uncertainties using Parametric Analysis for Modes I and II
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The following are observed:
●

Mode I:

1. The uncertainty in eccentricity is the most important uncertainty for Mode I.
2. The uncertainty in the yield stress of the stiffener is the second most irnpontant
uncertainty.
3. All other uncertainties are unimportant
●

Mode II

1. The uncertainty in the yield stress of the plate is the most important.
2. The uncertainty in the residual stress, eccentricity, Young’s modulus, and plate
thickness are also important.
3. All other uncertainties are unimportant.
Nkolaidis et al. (1992) also found that the uncertainty in the yield stress of the plating
was the most important among the uncertainties in geomet~ and material properties, in
the case of a stiffened panel failing in Mode II, for which b/t=324, and alb=l .35.
Stmsitivitv coefficients
We calculated the sensitivity coefficients using equations 3-51 to 3-53.
Tables 6-5 and 6-6 show the sensitivity coefficients CWW ~d Ccui for Mode I ~d
Mode II, respectively. Tables 6-7 and 6-8 show the sensitivity coefficients CVml,and Caml
for Mode I and Mode II, respectively. Tables 6-9 and 6-10 show the sensitivity
coefficients WVVr and Wavi for Mode I snd Mode II, respectively.
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E (Stf)
TPL

0.264
0.175

I
I

I

TSW
I
SigY (PL) I

0.005
0.001

I
I

E (PLj I
Eccentricity
sigY (Stf)
TSW
SigY (l?L)

0.292
0.063
0.027
0,008
o

I

Table 6-5. Mode I: ranking based on sensitivity of predcted strength to perturbations
of the means of the random variables.

*

HSW

Eccentricity
TSF
TSW
SigY (Stf)

0.019
0.014
0.003
o

SigY (St~

I

0.218

I

o

I

Table 6-6. Mode H: ranking based on sensitivity of predkted strength to perturbations
of the means of the random variables.

,,.
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I-Isw
TPL
SigY (PL)
E (PL)
TSF
TSW
i

I

0.002
o
o
o
o

I

r.v.

c cc

Eccentricity
SigY (StfJ
E (Stf)
HSW
E (PL)
TPL

0.871
0.491
0.004
0.002
0.001
o

o

Table 6-7. Mode I : ranking based on sensitivity of predicted strength to perturbations
of the standard deviations of the random variables.

*

lResidual Stress I
TPL
E (PL)
HSW
E (Stf)
TSW
TSF
SigY (S@

0.006
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.001
o
o
o

I

I

TPL

I

TSW

I

0.011

1

o

I

Table 6-8. Mode II: ranking based on sensitivity of predicted strength to perturbations
of the standard deviations of the random variables.
Coefficients Ccai show the effect of changing the standard deviations of the random
variables to the COV of the strength. It is observed that the most important uncertainties
for Mode I, ranked in terms of importance, are in the eccentricity and yield stress of the
stiffener. These results are consistent with the results from parametric analysis. For Mode
II, the yield stress of the plate is the most important random variable while the eccentricity
and residual stress are less important, although they are not negligible. All other
uncertainties are negligible.
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‘L_

-,...$

I

r.v.

I

Hw#
I

I

TSF
E (l?L)
———

I

I

Si~-;

I

I
1

1
(PL\ I

wllll I

0.161
‘“-—
0.129

m

I
I

I

-..--

0.001

Eccentric@!

0.060

I

I

Table 6-9. Mode I: ranking based on sensitivity of predicted strength to weighted
perturbations of the means of the random variables.

I

Residual Stress I

I
I

TSW
SigY (StQ

I

I ‘–
TSW
]Residual Stress I
TSF
Eccentricity
E (PL)
E (Stf)
TPL
I SigY (Stf) I

0.093

0.004
o

I
I

0.132
0.085
0.072
0.063
0.030
0.024
0.008
o

I
[

I

Table 6-10. Mode II: ranking based on sensitivity of predicted strength to weighted
perturbations of the means of the random variables.

A summary of the most important variables in each case is given in Table 6-11 for
Mode I and Table 6-12 for Mode II. The three most important variables are listed in the
order of impact on the predicted strength mean and coefficient of variation. If different
values of the flange and web dimensions were used, the rankings could be different.
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Sensitivity
Coefficient
CIW
Cqt
Cw
c aa
‘W
Wql

Most important
random variable
Stiffener Yield
Stress
Stiffener Web
Height
Eccentricity

2nd most important
random variable
Stiffener Web
Height
Stiffener Young’s
Modulus
Stfiener Yield
Stress
Stiffener Yield
Stress
Stiffener Web
Height
Stiffener Young’s
Modulus

Eccentricity
Stiffener Yield
Stress
StilTenerWeb
Height

3rd most important
random variable
StiHener Young’s
Modulus
Plate Thickness
Stiffener Young’s
Modulus
Stiffener Young’s
Modulus
Stiffener Young’s
Modulus
Stiffener Flange
Thickness

Table 6-11. Mode I summary of results for sensitivity coefficient rankings.
Sensitivity
Coefficient

Most impofiant
random variable
Plate Thickness

2nd most important
random variable
Plate Yield Stress

ca~

Plate Yield Stress

Plate Thickness

Cpa

Eccentricity

Plate Yield Stress

3rd most important
random variable
Plate Young’s
Modulus
Stiffener Web
Height
Residual Stress

c Ca

Plate Yield Stress

Eccentricity

Residual Stress

Plate Thickness

Plate Yield Stress

Plate Yield Stress

Stiffener Web
Height

Plate Young’s
Modulus
StiHener Web
Thickness

cl-w

‘vu
Wql

Table 6-12. Mode II summary of results for sensitivity coefficient rankings.
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6.3 Results for modeling uncertainty
Here the objective was to estimate the uncertainty in predicting strength due to
idealizations and approximations in theory. We quantified modeling uncertainty by
evaluating the mean and standard deviation of modeliig bias (equation 3-3). We
considered stiffened panels that are subjected to purely axial load because this is the only
case for which sufficient experimental data is available. We again used the three data sets
described in Section 6.1: those of Faulkner (1977) and of Michelutti and Murray (1977).
The results are presented in this section. Then, in Section 6.3.2, we compare our results
with those of Faulkner’s own analysis of the dat~ and with the results of another study by
Bonello. Finally, in Section 6.3.3, we demonstrate a Bayesian method for estimating
modeling bias using both subjective information (estimates of experts) and objective
itiormation (measurements).
Uncertainty in tmnel end rotational restraint
To attempt to account for uncertainty in panel end rotational restraint would introduce
enormous complexity into the modeling of panel strength. We believe that this would be
counter productive because:
.

There is not sufficient experimental data available. To obtain such data would
require extensive testing of a large number of multi-bay stiffened panels under
several loading conditions.

.

In typical ship structures the cross frames are of open section and have relatively
little torsional stiffness. Therefore they provide only a small amount of rotational
restraint, and so ship panels usually have little more than simple support. With
sufficient lateral pressure panels can behave as if they were clamped, but obviously
such pressure may not always be present. Therefore the usual design practice for
ship panels is to assume simple support, because this idealization is the closest to
reality and it lies on the conservative side.

.

In mukibay panels the individual panels are approximately identical and are
therefore all approaching collapse at about the same time. Therefore support of
one panel by another cannot be assumed.

6.3.1 Estimation of modeling uncertainty
There are only two sets of data that are sufficiently complete to obtain predictions of
modeling uncertainty - the parametric series and the nominally identical series of Faulkner
(1977). We first estimated the total bias and then derived the modeling bias using
equations 3-5 and 3-6, together with the estimates of random bias from Section 6.2. We
did not estimate the modeling bias directly from equation 3-3 because this equation
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requires prediction of the strength analytically for each panel, and Faulkner did not
provide sufficient information on the location of the applied load to do so.

Parametric series
Table 6-2 presents the geometry and material properties of the panels. Two of the
panels tripped and the others till failed in Mode II. Three of the latter panels had
si@cantly different geome~ than the rest; their stiiTenershad no flange. Therefore, we
only considered the remaining nineteen panels.
Table 6-13 presents the nominal and measured strength and the total bias of each of
the nineteen panels. The theoretical strengths are not presented. The theory expects the
loading to be centered on the elastic neutral axis. As the loading was applied midway
between the elastic neutral axis and the neutral axis at failure, consistent predictions with
measurements were not forthcoming. Attempts were made to include loading al@ment in
the panel eccentricity with mixed success. Thus, to preclude adding to the modeling
uncertainty through further approximations, we decided to use only total bias results for
the parametric series data. Figure 6-12 shows the correlation between experiments and
nominal values of the ultimate stress divided by the yield stress. Table 6-14 presents the
nominal values of the parameters of each panel that we used to predict nominal strength.
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I

Nominal
strength
Mode II
(MPa)
203.71
168.31
134.81
121.33
199.50
164.72
131.93
118.90
188.51
155.42
124.89

Experimental
Strength
Mode IL
(MPa)
255.71
186.92

130.84
116.88
162.64
128.25
114.72
151.92
119.99
108.82

I

I

Total bias

I

1.26
1.11

131.54
196.11
185.25

1.08
0.98
1.12

129.78
179.00
162.36
120.54

1.09
0.95
1.04
0.97

134.28
126.50

1.03
1.08

152.85
145.25
117.39
128.24
122.26
94.46

I

I

0.94
1.13
1.02
0.84
1.02
0.87

-

Table 6-13. Estimation of total bias from parametric series
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Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

a (mm)
244.00
384.00
638.00
523.00
488.00
767.00
1275.00
1046.00
732.00
1151.00
1913.00
1570.00

14
15
16

244.00
422.00
384.00

18
19
20
22
23
24

b(mrn) TPL(mrn)
88.40
3.00
2.50
147.00
2.50
221.00
2.00
236.00
3.00
88.40
147.00
2.50
2.50
221.00
2.00
236.00
3.00
88.40
2.50
147.00
2.50
221.00
2.00
236.00

Hsw(mm)
TSW(nun)

BSF(mrn; rsF(mm)
6.40
12.70
12.70
6.40
12.70
6.40
6,40
12.70
12.70
6.40
6,40
12.70
6.40
12.70
6.40
12.70
12.70
6.40
12.70
6.40
12.70
6.40
6.40
12.70

17.43
30.38
54.10
43,55
17.43
30.38
54.10
43.55
17.43
30.38
54,10
43.55

4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40

265.00
295.00

3.00
2.50

17.45
33.90
30.48

4.40
4.40
4.40

12.70
12.70
12.70

6.40
6.40
6.40

488.00
843.00
767.00

177.00
265.00
295.00

3.00
3.00
2.50

17.45
33.90
30.48

4.40
4.40
4.40

12.70
12.70
12.70

6.40
6.40
6.40

732.00
1265.00
1151.00

177.00
265.00
295.00

3.00
3.00
2.50

17.45
33.90
30.48

12.70
12.70

6.40
6.40
6.40

4,40
4.40

I

Notes:
1. The following assumptions were made regarding qominal values:
a. Yield stress of stiffener and plate= 240 N/mm2
b. Tension zone parameter due to residual stress= 2.772.
c. The nominal eccentricit#l
500
2. Stiffeners of panels 13, 17 and 21 have no flange

Table 6-14: Nominal values of parameters corresponding to material properties and
geometry of Panels in Parametric Series
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The mean value of the samples of total bias in Table 6-13 is 1.0367, the standard
deviation 0.10 and the COV 0.097. The standard deviation of mean total bias is 0,023
which is only about 2°Aof the mean. This means that the sample size was large enough
for estimating the mean bias accurately. From equations 3-5 and 3-7, we found that the
mean value of modeling bias is 1.05 and its COV 0.074. Therefore, the analytical method
that we used to predict strength was conservative, and, on the average, underestimates
strength by approximately 5°/0.
Nominally identical series
This set consisted of 13 nominally identical panels. Nine of these panels ftiled in
Mode II and four of them (panels 8- 11) failed in Mode I. Table 6-15 presents the stress at
failure and total bias of the fist group of panels. The nominal failure stress was found to
be equal to 158.47 N/mm2. Using the results in Table 6-15 we found that the mean total
bias was 1.1562 and its COV 0.06555. From equations (3-5) and (3-7), we found that the
mean modeling bias is 1.17 and its COV 0.0195. We believe that the COV of modeling
bias is unrealistically low because the panels were nominally identical, which means that
the scatter of the ratio of experimental results vs. predictions was too low.

Panel

I

1

Measured
Collame Load (KN)
I
717
I
717

121

3
4
5
6
7
12
13

I

786
751
725
646
705
804
773

Measured Stress
at Failure (MPa)
I
178.5012
178.5012

195.6791
186.9657
180.4928
160.8253
175.5137
200.1603
192.4427

I

Total Bias
1.126368
1.126368

1.234764
1.179781
1.138936
1.104831
1.107517
1.263041
1.214341

Table 6-15. Experimental results and total bias from nominally identical series
The COV of the measurements of strength of the four panels that ftiled in Mode II
was very low. This is probably because, as explained in Section 6.1.1, these panels were
initially very eccentric and they were artticially straightened by heating them. These
unusual statistics seem to conhn our decision not to include these panels.
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Michelutti’s results
Michelutti and Murray (1977) tested fifteen panels, thirteen of which were nominally
identical. Three panels were axially loaded, and the rest were subjected to combined
bending and axial loading. Of the three panels that were axially loaded, two failed in
Mode IL while the other panel was designed to fail in Mode I. We analyzed only the
results of the two panels that failed in Mode II. The eccentricity of one panel, called A6
by Michelutti and Murray, was equal to a/530. The eccentricity of the other panel, called
H, was not reported. We assumed that the eccentricity of panel H was a/1500. Table 616 compares predkted and measured failure stresses for panels A6 and H. It is observed
that theory underestimated the strength of both panels. Modeliig bias was about 1.05 for
both panels.
Since there were only two samples, we did not try to estimate the statistics of bias
ftom this table. However, we used that data to demonstrate the Bayesian method for
estimating bias, which will be described in the Section 6.3.3.

Panel
A6
H

Predicted Stress at
Failure/Yield Stress
0.39
0.62

Measured Stress at
Failure/Meld Stress
0.41
0.66

Modeling Bias
1.05
1.06

Table 6-16. Predicted and Measured Strength of Panels Studied by Michelutti

6.3,2 Comparison of estimates of bias with results from other studies
Faullmer 0976}
Faulkner (1976) evaluated the total and modeling bias on the basis of the results of the
nominally identical series. He analyzed the results of all the thirteen panels together,
regardless of the mode in which they failed, and regardless of the artificial straightening of
four of them all of which failed in Mode I. Also he neglected any uncertainty in
eccentricity. He found the COV of the total bias to be 0.109, and the COV of the random
bias to be 0.057. Then using equation (3-7) he found the COV of the modeling bias to be
0.093.
Our results, which were based on nine of these panels, all of which failed in Mode II,
are considerably d~erent. We found that the COV of the total bias is 0.0655, the COV of
the random bias is 0.0626, and the COV of the modeling bias is 0.0195.
We believe that Faulkner overestimated total bias because he considered panels that
failed in Mode I and II together, and that he underestimated random bias because he
neglected eccentricity. Using these in equation (3-7) necessarily gives an overestimate of
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the modeling bias. Also it is important to note that, strictly speaking, nominally identical
panels are inappropriate for estimating modeling bias and total bias, because their
similarity will cause an underestimate of the COV of total and nominal bias. Therefore,
the estinutes of bias from the parametric series, presented in Section 6.3.1., are more
realistic.
The results discussed in the remaining of this subsection are for failure Mode II and for
the case where panels are subjected to axial loads only.
Bonello et al (1992)
Bonello et al (1992) developed a computer program for predicting the strength of
stiffened, multi-span panels using an inelastic beam-column formulation. They compared
predictions using this program with a database of measurements from 85 tests on single
and multi-span stiffened panels. The panels were subjected to axial compression only.
Bonello et al. (1992) found that the mean modeling bias was 1.02 and the COV of
modeling bias 0.08. They also compsred the computer predictions with some data that
they called “numerical data” (63 cases), and found a mean bias of 1.05 and a COV of 0.05.
They attributed the dMerence in the COV’Sto the fact that the COV corresponding to the
experiments included the effect of scatter due to experimental errors.
Bonello et al also calculated the mean and COV of modeling bias for the strength
algorithms used by various authorities, based on 23 tests. (They did not indicate whether
these tests were a subset of the 85 tests in the database). Table 6-17 presents the results.
The estimates from the present study are also included in this Table.
Reference where
method for strength
prediction is described
Bonello 0992)
BS5400 (1982)
DnV (1987)
ECCS (1990)
(Column approach)
ECCS (1990)
(Orthotropic plate
amroach)
API RP2V (1987) I
Present study

Mean Modeling
Bias

COV of Modeling
Bias

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.08

0.08
0.13
0.16
0.14

1.14

0.15

1.34
1.05

I

0.34
0.074

I
I

Note: All of the above values are based on the 23 tests except for those of the
Present study, which are based on 19 tests from Faulkner’s parametric series.
Table 6-17. Comparison of modeling uncertainties of prediction methods used by
various authorities and results from present study.
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Guedes Soares and Soreide 0983}
Guedes Soares and $oreide (1983) estimated the statistics of modeling bias for four
diffwent prediction methods: Carlsen (1980), Dwight and Little (1976), Faulkner
(1975B), and Home and Narayanan (1977), They obtained the experimental values from
three test series: Home and Narayanan (1976), Home, Montague and Narayanan (1977)
and Faullmer (1977) (of the latter they only used the results of the parametric series).
They also compared predictions horn Carlsen’s and Faulkner’s methods with data they
called “numerical data”, which were reported by Carlsen (1980).
Faulkner’s method (1975B) is based on a Johnson-Ostenfeld approximation together
with the effective width approach for plate behavior. This method was also presented in
Faullmer et al (1973). Moreover, Faukner (1977) compared predktions of this method
with results from parametric series tests. The methods of Carlsen (1980), Dwight and
Little (1976), and Home and Narayanan (1977) are based on a Perry-Robertson
formulation.
As it happens, Guedes Soares and Soreide (1983) chose to deal with the inverse of
modeling bias; that is, they used the ratio of experimental/predicted values. Therefore we
repeated their analysis in order to obtain the statistics of modeling bias. Table 6.18
presents these statistics for Faulkner’s and Carlsen’s methods, which were derived using
Faulkner’s parametric series (Faulkner 1977). The bias of the Standard algorithm
estimated in Section 6.3.1. is also presented in Table 6.18. In order to obtain results that
can be compared with the estimates of bias of the Standard algorithm we used only 19
panels to derive the results in Table 6.18. Specifically, we discarded two panels that ftiled
in tripping in tests and three panels whose stiffeners had no flange (see Table 6-13). Table
6.19 presents the modeling bias of the methods of Carlsen (1980), Dwight and Little
(1976), Faulkner (1975B), and Home and Narayanan (1977) for each of the st~ener and
plate induced collapse modes. It also presents the statistics of bias of these methods
obtained by analyzing data on both ftilure modes together. The estimates in Table 6.19
were based on results in Home and Narayanan (1976) and Home Montague and
Narayanan (1977).
Method
Carlsen (1980)
Faulkner (1977)
Standard

Mean bias
1.18
1.01
1.05

bias COV
0.10
0.07
0.07

Table 6-18: Modeling Bias of Carlsen’s, Faulkner’s and the Standard methods for the
test series of Faulkner.
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Stiffener Induced I
Plate Induced I
ode I)
Collapse (Mode II)
Mean
bias
Mean
bias
bias
bias
Cov
Cov
1.04
0.05
0,08
1.09

Mode I and II

Collapse (M

Method
Carlsen
(1980)
Dwight

and Little
(1976)
Faulkner
(1975B}
Home
and
Narayanan
(1977)

Mean
bias
1.08

Cov

bias

0.07

0.98

0.08

1.04

0.07

1.03

0.07

0.95

0.07

1.00

0.06

0.099

0.07

1.06

0.06

1.06

0.10

1.06

0.09

Table 6-19: Modeling Bias of Carlsen’s, Dwight and Little, Faulkner and Home and
Narayanan’s methods for the test series of Home et al.
I ...-

It is observed that the mean bias of Faulkner’s method is closer to one than that of the
other methods snd its COV is small, ranging from 0.06 to 0.07. The results of this
method correlated particularly well with the parametric series tests (Table 6.18). On the
other hand this method is not conservative; its average bias is less than one for some tests,
which means that it overestimates strength in these tests. Carlsen’s method is the most
conservative. The average bias of this method for parametric series is 1.18. The results of
this method have larger scatter than those of Faulkner’s method and those of the Standard
method. Dwight’s and Little’s method and Home’s method are also conservative, and the
latter is slightly more cmsewative than the former. Both methods have small scatter -their COV’Sare smaller than 0.10.
Guedes Soares and Soreide (1983) also compared predictions of Faulkner’s and
Carlsen’s methods with numerical databyCarlsen(1980).
They found that Carlsen’s
method correlated better than Faulkner’s method with the numerical data.
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6.3.3 Demonstration

of the use of Bayesian estimation

In Chapter 3 we described two methods for using both objective and subjective
infornmtion to estimate modeling bias. One method estimates the mean bias assuming
that the standard deviation of bias is known. The other method estimates both the mean
and standard deviation of bias. hi this section we provide a qualitative demonstration of
both methods. Bayesian estimation requires subjective estimates of statistical properties,
which are normally obtained from a formal survey of expert opinion. Since this was
merely a demonstration we specilied the values ourselves, and we varied them
systematically over a wide range in order to better assess the effect of subjective estimates
on the statistics of bias.
6.3.3.1 Estimation of mean bias
We used equations (3-42a and b) to estimate the posterior mean of bias and standard
deviation of mean bias, respectively. We assumed that the bias was normal and that the
standard deviation was known. To demonstrate the method, we used experimental data
fi-omthe Parametric tests and from Michelutti’s tests, together with values of subjective
estimates of mean bias, which were chosen so as to adequately cover the range of such
estimates.
---

Parametric series
We estimated the mean of total bias using subjective estimates and data from the
parametric series. We varied the subjective estimate of mean bias (prior estimate of mean
bias) from 0.9 to 1.3 and its standard deviation from 0.025 to 0.3. The standard deviation
of total bias was fixed at 0.1 (this value is equal to the standard deviation of total bias
obtained from parametric series).
Figure 6-13 presents the posterior mean bias as a function of the prior estimate of
mean bhs. Two cumes corresponding to the mean+ and - one standard deviation of
mean bias are also presented. The probability that the actual value of mean bias is within
the range defined by these curves is 68Y0. The standard deviation of the prior estimate of
mean bias was assumed to be 0.1 in this figure. The mean bias obtained from the
parametric series only is shown by the dotted line. We obsewe the following from Figure
6-13:
.

The posterior estimate of mean bias and the width of the t one standard deviation
range are insensitive to prior knowledge.

.

The standard deviation of the estimate of mean bias from the sample, which as
mentioned in Section 6.3.1 is 0.023, is equal to the standard deviation of the posterior
mean bias.
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The reason that the posterior mean and standard deviation are insensitive to prior
knowledge is that the ccmiidence in the estimate of mean bias obtained from the samples is
high because the sample size is large. Therefore, the postenior estimate of mean bias is not
tiected by prior knowledge.
Figure 6-14 shows the posterior mean as a function of the standard deviation of the
prior mean. It is obsewed that prior knowledge affects the mean only for very small
standard deviations in the range from 0.025 to 0.125. In real life it is very dii%cultto
guess the mean bias with such high accuracy. Therefore, since the sample size of
parametric series data is large, and the accuracy of the mean bias estimated from that
sample is hi~ we do not need subjective estimates to estimate the mean bias. In cases
like this, where the sample siie is large, there is no point in using Bayesian estimation.
Finally, it is observed that the standard deviation of the posterior estimate is lower
than both the standard deviation of the sample mean and the prior estimate of mean bias.
This can be explained by examining equation (3-42b) in which the standard deviation of
the postetior estimate of m% C’2,is less than both the standard deviation of the prior
estimate of mew a. and the standard deviation of bias, a.
Mchelutti’s data
—

In this case we only have two samples of modeling bias. The sample mean is 1.058,
We assumed that the standard deviation of modeling bias was 0.078 (this value was
obtained ilom the parametric series)
Figure 6-15 shows the posterior mean bias as a function of the prior estimate of this
value. The standard deviation of the prior estimate of mean bias is 0.1 for the results in
this figure. In this case the posterior estimate of the mean bias is affected signifwmtly by
prior information. This happens because we have only two samples and therefore there is
high uncertainty in the mean bias.
Figure 6-16 shows the posterior mean as a function of the stamdard deviation of the
prior estimate of the mean. For small standard deviations, the posterior estimate of the
mean is significantly different than the prior meq which means that prior knowledge
affects significantly the posterior estimate. On the other hand, for high values of the
standard deviation of prior mean, the posterior mean is almost equal to the sample mean.
This happens because when the standard deviation of the prior estimate is large, there is
little cofidence in this estimate and so the posterior mean is almost the same as the
sample mean.
In conclusion in cases where the sample size is small (say less than five), and there is
a reliable subjective estimate of mean bias, the Bayesian approach is useful because it
estimates the mean bias considering both subjective and objective tiormation. The
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estimate obtained from the Bayesian method can be more reliable than the sample mean
bias.

6.3.3.2. Estimation of both mean and standard deviation of bias
This method uses equations (3-44) to (3-46). We used these equations to demonstrate
how to update prior knowledge of the mean and standard deviation of bias, which was
obtained from a sample of size N, using anew sample set. The above equations do not
require the samples used to derive the prior estimates of mean and standard deviation but
only the mstandard deviation and sample size. This method is useful in cases where
the original sample set, from which prior knowledge of the mean and standard deviation
was obtained, is not available. This is typical in real life because in many cases only the
statistics of bias and the number of samples are published.
The prior estimates of the mean and standard deviation of bias were assumed to be 1.1
and 0.1, respectively. We also assumed the following five sample values of bias: 1.0, 0.98,
0.95, 1.05 and 1.02. The mean of this sample is 1.0 and the standard deviation is 0.034.
The standard deviation of the mean is 0.015. We calculated the posterior mean and
standard deviation for dtierent values of the sample size, N, on which the prior estimates
were based in the range from 2 to 100.
Figures 6-17 and 6-18 show the posterior mean and standard deviation of bias,
respectively, as a fimction of N. Two curves corresponding to the mean+ and - one
standard deviation of the mean are also shown. It is observed that the mean and standard
deviation of bias are sensitive to N for small values of n but for large values they become
insensitive and converge to the prior estimates as N becomes large (say greater than 50).
Moreover, Figure 6-17 shows that, as we expected, the cordidence in the mean bias
increases as N increases.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
7.1 Conclusions
This project has developed and demonstrated a methodology for estimating the.
statistics of random and modeling uncertainties in structural strength algorithms. It has
also presented a method for determining the relative impact of the basic strength
parameters on the random uncertainty. Three dfierent ranking methods were presented
with a total of seven variations.
The methods of determining the random and modeling uncertainties were
demonstrated for the axial compressive failure of longitudinally stiffened panels, for both
Mode I (plate-induced) and Mode II (stiffener-induced) ftilure. The random uncertainty
was estimated for Faullmer’s nominally identical series. For pure axial loadhg, the COV
of the strength was found to be 10.2°/0for Mode I and 6.33°/0for Mode II Plots were
presented of the interaction between the axial strength of the panels and the lateral
pressure for Modes I and II, for four difFerent applied, transverse in-plane loadings. For
these load combinations the random bias ranged from 1.1 to 1.5 for Mode I and from 1.0
to 1.1 for Mode II. The COV’Sranged from 3 % to 15 % for Mode I and from 2 ‘%0
to 9
0/0for Mode II.
The following ranking was obtained for Faulkner’s nominally identical series of panels.
For stiffener induced collapse (Mode I) the most important basic strength parameters are
the stiener yield strength the eccentricity of the panel, and the height of the stiffener.
For plate induced collapse (Mode II) the most important variables are the yield strength of
the plate, the thickness of the plate, and the eccentricity of the panel.
The modeling uncertainties were evaluated for Mode II fdure of axially loaded,
longitudinally stiffened panels. The standard algorithm predictions for Faulkner’s
parametic series gave a modehg bias mean of 1.05 and a COV of 7.4 Yo. The standard
algorithm predictions for the IWchelutti panels also gave a modeling bias of 1.05.
A comparison with other studies was undertaken. The results ilom Bonello (1992)
gave a mean modeling bias of 1.02 and a COV of 8 Yo. In a comparison with other
prediction algorithms for a different experimental sample set, Bonello reported mean
modeling biases rauging from 1.05 to 1.34. Guedes Soares and Soreide (1992) gave
results for Faulknefs parametric series. The mean modeling bias for several strength
prediction methods ranged from 1.01 to 1.18 and the COW ranged from 7 to 10 ‘%0.A
variety of algorithm predictions for other experimental data are repotied. For Mode I and
Mode II, the mean modeling bias ranges from 0.99 to 1.08 and the COV’Sranged from 6
to 10 ‘%0.
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A Bayesian method for estimation of the mean and COV of modeling bias was
developed and demonstrated. This method uses both subjective information and results
from comparison of predictions with tests. The method is useful in cases where limited
experimental data is available.
The above results help gain insights into levels of uncertainty possible in structural
strength design and analysis, whether for use deterministically or in a reliability-based
format. However, the accuracy of the estimates of random and modeling uncetiainty is
limited by the availability of appropriate experimental data. Moreover, the findings
discussed above are limited to the specific algorithms and data sets used in the analysis.

7.2 Recommendations for future research
7.2.1 Estimation

,..

of modeling bias for other failure modes

The assessment of uncertainty in strength models can only be done when sufficient
experimental data is available. As shown in Table 4.1 and as discussed in Section 4.2, of
the ten failure modes that involve modeling uncertainty, only four have sufficient data
available. Of these, the two plate failure modes are merely unsewiceability rather than
collapse, and they are also very local. In contrast, of the six failure modes for which data
is laclcirg all are of the collapse type. Moreover, they all involve large portions of
structure, which makes them doubly important. Therefore the obvious need is for
sufficient structural testing to be done for these six other failure modes.
Of these si& the second, third and fourth are the most common for ship structures:
. Panel collapse due to stifl?enerbuckling, which can be either:
- local buckling of the web or flange (easily avoided by using standard
sections)
“tripping” (torsional buckhng due to axial compression)
- flexural-torsional buckling (torsional buckling due to bending of the
stiHener, caused usually by lateral loads on the panel)
●

Beam collapse due to tripping

●

Beam collapse due to flexural-torsional buckling

These three have some features in common: they all involve bucklhg, and the two
types of torsional buckling can occur for both stiffeners and beams. Therefore we believe
that the biggest need in regard to structural uncertainty is a carefi.dlyplanned and
coordut@ series of tests involving these three failure modes. Using the results of these
tests and the methodology for estimating modeling uncertainties that was presented in this
report we can estimate the statistics of modeling bias of selected strength analysis
algorithms.
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Because tripping is one of the ftilure modes that we regard as most in need of
attentio~ we devoted some extra time and effort in this project to review the current
approaches to tripping. This review is presented in Appendix ~ and we hope that it will
encourage and facilitate the experimental research that is required in this area.

7.2.2 Analysis of random uncertainties
The procedure presented in Section 6.1 needs to be applied to a series of panels that
have dflerent dimensions. These panels should be selected in a way that their dimensions
cover entire range of values encountered in practical applications. Then the results should
be carefi.dlyanalyzed using the methodology presented in this report to identify the most
importsnt uncertainties snd estimate their effect on strength. It is hoped that this will
allow general conclusions to be drawn that are applicable to the majority of panels used in
ship structures.
The above procedure should be also applied to other components failing under the
most important modes in Table 4.1, and also to the entire ship hull ftiling under global
bending to study random uncertainties in these modes.

.-

Finally, the statistical properties of statistical parameters and the type of distribution of
random and modeling bias should be presented, This information is important in both
reliability analysis and in developing a reliability based design code for ships.
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APPENDIX A: REVIEW OF STIFFENER TRIPPING

APPENDIX A: REVIEW OF STIFFENER TRIPPING
A. 1 Basic Theorv of Elastic Tripping
When a stiener is subjected to axial compression there are a number of ways for it to
fail, including tripping. Tripping, or torsional buckling differs from the buckling of a
column in three ways: fist, because the rotation occurs about the line of attachment
between the plating and the stiffeneq second, because the plating offers some resistance to
the rotation, and third, because the stiffener itself may deflect and diitort - it isn’t rigid
body rotation. For the case of typical ship structures the dimensions of the beams are such
that we can consider the problem to be one of torsion of thin-walled members. As suc~
the governing dii%erentialequation for the rotation $ is (Hughes, 1988, also referred to as
SSD)

(A-1)
where
1= = moment of inertia of the stiffener only about an axis through the
centroid of the stiffener and parallel to the web.
2d = sth%ner web height.
IW = polar moment of inertia of the stiffener about the center of rotation.
~ = distributed rotational restrain which the plating exerts on the
stiener.
If the ends of the stiffener are regarded as simply supported, the solution for $(x) is a
buckled shape in which the rotation $ varies siiusoidally in m half-waves over the length a
of the s~ener. The value of the applied in-plane stress which causes tripping according
to elastic theory is denoted as ~~,T. The solution to the above differential equation is the
minimum value for ~e applied in-plane stress Oa,that satisfies the following

(A-2)
The critical mode for tripping corresponds to whichever integer value of m gives the
minimum value of oa Note that the expression for ~ is written as a function of both the
number of half-waves m and the critical stress aa. It is dependent on the applied stress
because if the stress is high enough to cause local plate buckhng, the value of ~ can go
to zero or even become negative. The dependence on m is because the amount the value
of ~ dhninishes with Uadepends on whether the number of half-waves in the stifEener
matches the number in the buckled plating. The other major contributor to the rotational
restraint provided by the plating is the flexural rigidhy of the plating.
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The above discussion sewes to show that the tripping of a stiffener involves three
important variables which interrelate in a rather complex fiashion:Ua, m, and K+ The
critical value of oa depends on ~ and m, the value of m depends on the magnitude of ~
relative to EIW, and ~ depends on both Ga and m.
A.2 AISC Approach to Tri~ping
The AISC Code looks at tripping as part of the special case of I-shaped beams
subjected to strong axis bending. This sort of loading is considered in the marine industV
to be a case ofjlexural-torsional buckiing rather than lateral torsional buckling. In the
flexure case the flange of the beam is put in compression due to the out-of-plane load
causing a large bending moment. This is of great concern to bridge and building structural
engineers because for these structures the predominant loads are out-of-plane loads which
produce bending. They do not generally experience the very large in-plane types of loads
that a ship’s designer must be concerned with. However, the basic analysis procedure is
the same and the LRFD approach adopted by the AISC should be carefi.dlyconsidered.
The strength requirement for tripping is considered to be a part of the overall strength
requirement of the stability of I-shaped beams. The NSC procedure considers the full
range of strength from laterally stable beams to situations where tripping causes
considerable strength reduction. According to LRFD-F2, the strength requirement may
be stated as
$bMn 2 Mu

(A-3)

where
$b = strength reduction factor for flexure = 0.90
M.= nominal moment strength.
M.= factored service load, typically ~ven as a linear combination of Dead
Load, Live Load and Wmd or Snow Load, e.g. 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5S.
Figure A. 1, taken from Salmon and Johnson (1990), shows the effect of laterally
unbraced length Lb on the flexural torsional buckling strength. The cases indicated as
number 1 and 2 are not of direct interest. They represent situations where the beam
reaches its fill plastic moment, and other methods must be used for analysis. The last
three cases are of more concern.
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Figure A. 1 AISC Nominal Strength of Compact Sections
Cases 3 and 4 are for the situation where the nominal moment strength, Mn, occurs in
the inelastic region. The diflkrence between the two cases is that case 3 is for “compact”
sections. Most rolled shapes are compact sections, or sections whose flange dimensions
preclude local buckhg of the compression flange.
Of more conce~ particularly for a comparative analysis is case 5. This is the case
where the nominal moment strength Mn is the elastic buckling strength. Here the value of
the nominal moment strength is given as

2

Mn=MH=Cb~

Lb

J[1
nE
—

Lb

CWIY+EIYGJ

(A-4)

where
Cb = factor to account for moment gradient.
Lb = laterally unbra~d length.
G= torsional warping constant = If d2/2.
If = moment of inertia of one flange about the y-axis.
IY = moment of inertia about the y-axis.
The major difference between the AISC formula and the case for ships is that typical
ship structure is stifFenedplating. With stifFenedplating the restraint caused by the plating
must be included in the analysis, and for this reason the expression for Mn in equation (A4) is not applicable, However, the form of the strength requirement in equation (A-3) is of
interest. The AISC LRFD has cast the basic equation in the form which is consistent
across the spectrum of column collapse mechanisms. The LRFD format allows for a
constant load reduction factor and a consistent means for applying loading (factored
loads). Using the combination of the two factors allows the code developers to control
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the level of safety implied in the equations. What is hidden is all of the work that went
into calibration of the code for the types of variables and their levels of uncertainty.
A.3 AASHTO Atmroach to Trkming
The MSHTO approach to tripping analysis is very simple. It consists of using the
AISC Working Stress Design approach for what naval architects consider to be flexuraltorsional buckliig, The AASHTO LRFD code is expected to be very much like the AISC
LRFD except that the load factors will be more speciiic to the typical highway bridge
loading (i.e. average daily truck trtic). Because there is little dflerence with the AISC
code and due to the non-applicability to a majority of typical ship structures, the
AASHTO code will not be considered further.
A.4 API Approach to Trhming
The American Petroleum Institute guidelines does much the same as the AASHTO
code does in regards to tripping; it defers to the AISC approach. However, the API
guidelines specifically state not to use the AISC LRFD approach because the load and
resistance factors have been calibrated for typical building practice, not for the harsher
offshore environment.
A.5 U.S. Naw Design Data Sheets Atmroach to TriPr)ing
The U.S. Navy DDS 100-4 addresses lateral torsional buckling in terms of providing
support for the stiffener flange at some intermediate points along its span. There is no
specific design check on the likelihood of tripping. F@re A.2 is taken from DDS 100-4
to show the relationship between material type, flange breadt~ and stiffener depth.
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Figure A.2 Maximum Permissible Ratio of Span to Flange Width for Tee
Stiffener without Lateral Support (DDS 100-4)
If the actual stiffener span to flange breadth ratio is greater than the value of K3 found
in figure A.2 but less than 1.75 Ks, then a support must be provided to the flange at the
midpoint of the span. If the ratio is greater than 1.75 K3, support must be provided at
distances of not more than 0.75 K3bf. This is all based on the assumption that the ratio of
the stiffener web thickness to flange thickness is about 0.6 and that the sections are
compact.
The problem with an approach like this is that there is no way to incorporate difFerent
geometries or materials. The designer is stuck with a cook book approach which offers no
means of allowing innovation. While this approach has thus far produced safe designs, no
one really lmows what level of safety is provided.
A.6 ABS Approach to Tripping
The American Bureau of Shipping 1991 Rules for Building and Classing Steel Vessels
has an even more basic approach to preventing tripping. In Section 9.3.5, Web Frames StifFenerand Tripping Brackets, the rules require the flanges of the deep webs to be
supported at intends of “about” 10 feet when the flange breadth on either side of the web
exceed 8 inches. The same requirement appears in Section 9.5.3, Side Stringers, and
Section 11.7.4, Deck Girders. The only place in the Rules where those values dtier
simcantly is in Section 29B. 15.lb for slanted frames on Ice Class lAA ships. Then the
spacing is to be not more than 51 inches.
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Ag@ no specific accounting for tripping is provided. This is probably due to ABS’S
experience with typical ship structures which has shown tripping not to be a failure
problem. But once agai~ there is no flexibdity in these rules for innovation in concepts or
materials. There is also no means of determining the level of safety implied.
A.7 Prooosed Model for Tripping
In order to develop a probabilistic approach to ship structural desi~ an explicit model
needs to be developed for each failure mode. These models can then be used as limitstates to determine the levels of safety implied. The AISC LRFD approach to developing
a design code is a sound one. The limit state can be expressed in terms of moments or
stresses and can be a simple equation similar to equation (A-3). In the case of ship
structures the proposed approach is to have the limit state expressed in terms of applied
in-plane stress. Then one only needs to compare the critical buckling stress for tripping to
the applied stress.
SSD presents a model for tripping that consists of a two step solution. Because of the
interdependence of the three important variables as shown in Section A. 1 of this report, m
the number of half-waves in which the stiffener will trip, needs to be determined. A (noninteger) approximate value for m, denoted as r, is given by

r.S.4

4DCr

(A-5)

mr EI=d2b
where

span length of the stiffener.
breadth of the stiffener flange
plate flexural rigidity, Ets/(12(1-@).
factor by which the plate rotational restraint is reduced by web
bending which is given by

1

Cr =

3

l+?

~

~

3twb
[1

= thickness of the plating.
tw = thiclmess of the stiiTenerweb

t

For each of the integer values of m above and below r, the following equation is used
for determining ~~T.
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~a,T =

2

~2z2

1

411Cr a2 +bp
GJ+ —EIwd
+—
—
m=l,2,... ~ + 2Crb3t
a2
~2b [ ln2
[[
w
3C4
where
Iw = polar moment of inertia of the stiffener.
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(A-6)

When the value for r found from equation (A-5) is very close to 1, a simpler form of
equation (A-6) can be used

~~,T=

1
2Crb3t [
Iw +
n’

GJ+

n2EIwd2
a2

4DC,

z
(

+ n2b a ‘b

p
)]

(A-7)
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APPENDIX B: EXPLANATION AND VALIDATION OF THE
STANDARD ALGORITHM FOR PANEL COLLAPSE
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APPENDIX B: EXPLANATION AND VALIDATION OF THE
STANDARD ALGORITHM FOR PANEL COLLAPSE
(Chapter 14 of Ship Structural Design)
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF STWIFENED PANELS

buckling stress given by (13.1.8), and that both of
these buckling s~sses are substantially larger than the
yield stress.
In practice the scantlings that a panel must have in
order to satisfy the requirements of other modes of
failure are usually sufficient to meet both of these
requirements, but they should always be checked
nonetheless. Wkh this design philosophy it is not necessary to consider inelastic gross panel collapse and
therefore this chapter deals only with inelastic interfkarne collapse.

.4s explained at the &xginning of Chapter 12. the stiffened panels in ship structures are usually sufficiently
sturdy that (oJ
> Uy. Hence the mode of compressive collapse is not elastic panel buckling, but
rather a more complicated inelastic process, for which
we use the words “failure” or “collapse” instead of
buckling. Nevertheless, here are several aspects of
elastic buckling which have their coumerpart in the
inelastic compressive collapse of plating. For example, in parallel with elastic buckling there are several.
possible levels and modes of inela.wic plate collapse. M
the panel is uansversely stiffened, then plate failure by
itseff constitutes collapse, and the theory and methods
of Section 12.7 are sufficient. Lf the panei is crosssdffened there are nvo possible levels of collapse;

TYPES,

1. Interhame collapse, that is. colIapse of stiffened
panels between transverse ties.

Boundary

2. Gross panei collapse, involving both longitudinal
and uansverse stiffeners.
h general, cross-stiffened paneis should be designed
such that interframe collapse wcurs before goss panel
collapse because the latter involves a larger portion of
shucture and is likely to be more catastrophic. Also,
the suuctural propornons of ship panels are usually
such that gross panel collapse is inelastic, and therefore it is an extremely difiicult and complex task to
calculate the collapse load with sticient
accuracy for
design purposes. Therefore the best procedure is to
design the panel such that gross panel collapse cannot
occur before interftame collapse. This can be achieved
by ensuring that the elastic gross panel buckling shess
calculated by the discrete barn method of Section
13.6 is substantially larger than the elastic interframe

CONDITIONS,
LOAD
AND COLLAPSE MODES

14.1 BCXJNDARY

Conditions for Ultimate Strength

Analysis
In a deck or side it is clear that the rotational resuaint
provided to the panels by the transverse fi-ames is
relatively small and is best ignored. In the bortom and
in other regions having a large lateral load each panel
receives some rotational resuaint from the adjacent
panel, and in principle this would give a larger ultimate compressive smength than if the panel were simply supported. However, in most cases it is possible
for the compressive load to occur with Me or no
lateral load. Also there are many situations in which a
bottom panel is far from being clamped. Figure 14.1
shows a common example+ in a tanker the end pmel of
an empty cargo tank adjacent to a full cargo tank has
only moderate rotational restraht at one end and is
subjected to a destabilizing moment at the other end.
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OF STIFFENED PANELS
this chapter the deflection and the bending moment
due to the lateral load (acting alone) are denoted by &
and Mo. Although the panel ends are being taken as
simply supported the theary presented in this chapter
does not require that & and MObe the simply suppmed
values. They can be either these values or, if desired
and if it is practicable to calculate them, they can Ix
the largest values which will occur, allowing for the
actual amount of rotational restrah that is present in
that worst case.
Although simply supported boundary conditions
generally correspond to small or moderate values of
lateral load, this chapter covers the simply suppr@
case over the full range of lateral loads, from zero up
to the plastic hinge value, and acting on either side of
the plating.

)7

Basic Load ~
collapse

/

\

and Associati Mechanisms of

For longitudinally stiffentxl panels with simply supprtd
edges there are three basic typs of loads:
1. herd
load causing negative bending of the panel
(i.e., of the plate-stiffener combination).
2. IAtera.1 load causing positive bending of the panel.
3. In-plane compression.

I@re

14.1

Occurrcnccof nonclanpcl conditionsin bonorn

patuls.

Although other panels may have more rotational restit,
it is obvious that this panel will govern the
design of the bottom smmure; it would be uneconomic
and impractical for the panels to differ
from one frame to another. In other ship ~s
the
same situation arises if a cargo hold is flooded due to
underwater damage. It also arises in a double bottom
in which one compartment is ftlled with fuel or ballast
and the @cent compartment is empty. Therefore unless a panel’s rotational resmaint is guaranteed to be
permanently present under all conditions (which is
quite rare) it shouldnot be counted when calculating
the Uldmatestrength of the panel. In general the safest
and best procedure is to regard the panel as simply
supported. However, tbe other effects of the lateral
load—the maximum deflection and the maximum
bending moment—should not ~ i~ored since ~ev
decrease the panel’s ultimate compressive smength. ~

l%roughour this chapter, bending moment in the panel
is psitive when it causes compression in the plating,
and in-plane loads are positive if compressive.
Each of these three basic loads has associad with
it one or more possible mechanisms of collapse.
Whenever in-plane compression occurs in combination with one of the first two load types there is interaction between the specilic mechanisms of collapse.
As we shall see, the various interactions give rise to
three disdnct modes of collapse. The specific collapse
mechanisms associated with each of tie basic load
types follow (see Fig. 14.2).
NEGATM B~D-JG
With this ~
of load the plating is in tension and
hence cannot buckle. AISO, since tie neutral axis is
close to the platig, it is tie sd.ffener flange which first
reaches yield (point A in Fig. 14.2). As the bending
moment inmeases, yielding spreads through the stiffener. lle plating then begins to yield in tension and.
if there is no instability in the stiffener. collapse eventually occurs when the bending moment reaches MP.
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ing thickness, and so some portion of the platens thickness is in tension. This stabilizes the plate and prevents
it from buckling and hence for most ship panels the
plate-stiffener combination is capable of absorbing almost the full value of the plastic bending moment MP
(point D in Fig. 14.2).
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Ftgure 14.2

CoUapsEmechanismsh

a stiffenedpanelunderlat-

eral and in-planeloads.

the value at which a plastic hinge is formed (see Section 16. 1). This corresponds to point B in Fig. 14.2.
However, since the stiener
is in compression it is
pssible that stiffener buckling might occur. Thus, for
a negative bending load the plate-stiffener combination may not be capable of withstanding the full value
of i14Pfor the section (point C in Fig. 14.2).
POSITIVEBENOmG
With this rype of load the plating is in compression,
but siztce the neutral axis is very close to the platig the
plate will not be heavily stressed until the load becomes very large, by which time tie endre stiffener
has yielded in tension and collapse is imminent. The
plate then begins to yield in compression, and collapse
finally recurs as the result of a plastic hinge, with the
plate reaching compressive yield. In fact, for most
ship panels the plastic neutral axis lies within the piat-
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By ‘Worm compression” we mean an applied load
which causes a uniform shonening of the panel, and it
is assumed that the load is not (directly) influenced by
the panel’s response. The most common example is
the hull girder s&ess. Strictly speabng, the loading on
the panel is an upplied w@rm szruin .sa, but for the
present we shall deal with the average upplied stress
cro (or average distributed load N).
Under this type of load the panel is essentially a
group of identical (and almost independent) unsymmernc columns, each consisting of a stiffener and
a plate flange of effective width b., If the panel is
sufficiency slender these columns will buckle elastically artd the ultimate strength of the panel can be
calculated by the methods of Chapter 13. But for typical ship panels the plate’s response becomes inelastic
prior to collapse because the plate’s load versus end
shortening cum is the u= versus Ed Cuwes of Fig.
12.24. This makes the collapse mechanism decidedly
more complicated, but a method is presented in this
chapter which overcomes the complications and gives
an accurate prediction of the colJapse vaiue of dtis type
of load. Basically the method consists in regarding the
plate portion of the column as being made. of a different materiai, having a reduced elastic modulus. and
then using the basic column approach of Section 11.2
to calculate the collapse load, making cmeful allowance for initial eccenrnciry.
Ln this approach.
“collapse” is considered to wcur when the srress in the
extreme fiber of the compression flange of the column
reaches the failure value for the material of that flange.
For the stiffener flange this is simply the yield stress.
but for the plate flange it is some other value which
allows for the nonlinearity of tie m. versus Sa tune.
Thus there are two different values of in-plane collapse
load, depending on which flange is the compression
flange, that is, depending on the direction of tie buckling. These two collapse loads correspond to points E
and F on the interaction diagram of Fig. 14.2. In
general these two loads are not the same and either of
them can be the smaller. Since almost any panel can be
in a zem ]akral Ioad condition, both values musl be
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF STTFFE.NEDPANELS

calculated and the lower value taken as the collapse
load.

Combined Lads
In ship smctures the stiffened panels are usually subjected to a combination of bending and in-plane loads.
Also, in many ship panels the lateral lxnding can be
either positive or negative. For example, a bottom
panel in a tanker is subjected to an upward or a downward pressure, depending on the depth of cargo oil in
that space relative to the draft. With combined loads
there is an interaction among the three basic mechanisms outlined above. This imeraction is mther complex and will be discussed fully in the next three sections. But at this point it will ~ helpful to present at
least a qualitative overall view of the situation, and this
will now be done with the aid of Fig. 14.2.
The fit and most basic @nt is that with a lateral
load the plate-stiffener “column” becomes a “beam
column,” and the basic column ultimate su-ength theory of Section 11.2 is replaced by the beam column
theory of Section 1.1.3, In other words, collapse still
occurs as the result of “failure of a flange,” but the
bending moment and deflection caused by the lateral
load must be taken into account. Because of the bending, either flange could be the failure flange, depending on tie sign of the bending moment, and the
failure could be either tensile or compressive. Thus, in
principle, there are four modes of collapse; in practice,
one of the four-tensile
failure of the plating-never
occurs because the neumal axis is so close to the plating. knong the other three modes, the precise nature
of the collapse mechanism differs, depending on
which flange is the compression flange, that is, depending on the sign of the bnding moment.
For greater generality we shall allow for the possibility of the stiffeners having a different value of yield
s~ss from the plating. For this purppose we shall use
the symbols Uy$and UYP.We will also need to refer to
the ma
value of yield stress for the emire swuon,
which is

(14.1.1)

Since the in-plane load usually arises from hull
girder bending, it is usually more fundamental and
more variable than the lateral load. Hence it is custommy to define “ultimate smength” in tmns of w. and to
treat tbe value of the lateral load as an independent

parameter. That is, the ultirna~ strength of a panel is
the v~ue of u. that causes collapse. in the presence of
a specified value of lateral load. In an interactive collapse diagram such as Fig. 14.2 the ulckmte strength
at the height
k the horizontal distance to the cue
corresponding to the lateral load. Obviously this convention is not appropriate for panels in which the lateml load is always the dominant load. For such panels
the ultimate strength is defined in terms of the lateral
load and can be calculated by the plastic hinge theory
of Section 16.1* But for the general case of a panel
subjected to combined loads the ultimate suength theory must b sticiently
general to handle any combination of load. The theory presented in this chap~r
meets this requkment.

COMPRESS1ON
PLUSNmATTWB~mG (RG. 14.3)
Mo& I: Compression Failure of the Stiffener.
With
this combination of loads the stiffener flange is the
compression flange; therefore collapse occurs as the
result of compressive failure of the stiffener flange,
either by compressive yield or by buckling. Let us fit
consider compressive yield. When there is any appreciable amount of axial compressive stress u., it directly increases the compressive bending swess in the
stiffener and decreases the tensile bending smess in the
plating. Therefore compressive yielding in the stiffener commences sooner and prowesses more rapidly,
whereas plate yielding is delayed. The result is that the
stion
can no longer achieve a plastic hinge condition, as i~could when the load was purely lateral \point
B in Fig. 14.2). Instead, the stiffener reaches its limit
of s~ss absorption soon after the yielding has penetrated through the stiffener fiange. and when the stiffener is r-bus ‘Aneutralizd” the effective moment of inerna of the section becomes very small, since only the
plad.ng is effective. The result is that once the sriffener
flange is fully yielded collapse occurs soon ai?erward.
Moreover, this mode of collapse is generally quite
sudden. In most cases the precise cause of the failure
is the formation of a local plastic mechanism in the
flange such as that shown in Fig. 14.4. It is quiw local
because the flange becomes fully plastic at the point
where the lxmding moment is a maximum. This mechanism involves large local sideways deflection and
rotation, permitting the stiffener to shorten and thereby
●Acrms-sriffencd
or grosspanelsubjectedtoIamal loadsis mned
a gn”l.luge.
This type of stmcturc can be deslgmed in isolation,
scpsratc from the hullmodule.andis thereforenotparticular10ship
smxturaldesign.
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ng’ure 14.3 In-planecompressionand negativekdng.
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escape from cmrying the axial compressive load. The
local sideways deflection of the flange is combined
with rotation about the line of attachment and hence
this type of failure is sometimes taken to be tripping,
but this is not correct since che cause of the sideways
deflection is a local plastic mechanism rather than
overall flange buckling.
As noted earlier, when the loading is purely lateral
the plate-stiffener combination can reach a plastic
hinge condition before collapse occurs. Hence for load
combinations which involve oniy a small amount of
in-plane compression tbe collapse cume can depart
from the “’stiffener flange yield” cume and eventually, at zero axial load, it can reach the plastic hinge collapse point. However, the cmwe in this region is very
steep, such that a small underestimate of the axial load
would cause a serious overesdmate of the collapse
value of the later~ load. For this reason the plastic
hge
mechanism of collapse should only be used
when it is certain that in-plane compression cannot
occur (e.g., platfoms, ramps, machinery flats, and
other laterally loaded stiffened paneis). The calculation of ultimate strength under tiis type of loading is
deait within Chapter 16. Therefore, for stiffened pan-
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F@re 14.4 Lccal plastic collapse mechanismin a stiffener
flange.

els which are subject to in-plane compression it is best
to use the “sdffener flange yield” mechanism for all of
the Mode I region, even though for very small in-plane
loads this approach is consemative. Hence the Mode I
collapse tune begins at point A in F~g. 14.2.
Alternatively, the sdffener may fail by tripping. if
the amount of bending is small the elastic tipping
stress U&ris given by the formulas of Section 13.1. If
it is not small then the stiffener may undergo
flexurzd-totsional buckling, and providing the stiffener
remains elastic the value of m..r may be calculated by
elastic nonlinear frame analysis, which is presented in
Section 15.5. The analysis is simple and rapid because
the buckling is of bifurcation type and requires only an
eigenvalue analysis. However, as mentioned earlier,
for most ship panels, buckling is not purely elastic and
the simple bifurcmionleigenvalue
approach cannot
provide the &ue collapse value, cra.u, either with or
w~tiou( Mo. To obtain an accurate value of u~.”would
require the fully nonlinear finite element method (incremental and iterative), which is discussed in Section
15.6, but this involves too much computation for such
a local and fiequendy occuming calculation (every
panel) especially in a design procedure. Instead. there
is a simple alternative suggested by Smith [1]. Since
the maximum compressive shss in the flange mus~ be
kept below UY,in order to avoid a local plastic mechanism, sdffener buckling can be avoided simply by
reqtig
that the value of ua.r obtained from the elastic theory (Section 13.1 or 15.S, as appropriate) must
h well above my,.
Since collapse occurs when the stiffener flange
mess reaches yield (or earlier if mar < UYJthe beamcolumn remains fully elastic prior to collapse. Therefore the combination of compression and negative
bending is relativeJ y straightfonvard to analyze, requiring only the ordinary beam column theory of Section 11.3.
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CON@RESSION
PLUS POSITI’VEB-ING

(FIG. 14.5)

Witi this combination of loads the plating is the compression flange and there a-e rwo distinct modes of
collapse, depnding on the relative magnirude of the
tinding and the in-plane loads:
Mo& 11: Compression Faiiure of the Plating.
With
small and moderate lateral loads, coliapse occurs when
the stress in the plating reaches the failure vilue for the
“special material” which is used to represent the plating. As will be shown, the use of a secant modulus to
represent the plate’s smess-sfrain relationship allows
the bearn<olumn to be -ted
as if it remained entirely elastic prior to collapse.
Mode III: Combimsd Failure of Stiffener and Plating. With large positive lateral loads the bending
causes large tensile stresses in the stiffener. These are
redueed by the in-plane applied compressive sncss,
but for larger and larger lateral loads the stiffener undergoes more and more tensile yielding, and collapse,
when it finally occurs, is due to a combination of
compressive failure of the plating materiil and tensile
yielding of the sriffener.
In the next section we investigate each of these
three modes of collapse.

14.2

bination, collapse occurs due to compression failure of
the stiffener flange. That is, collapse occurs when the
total stress (ma plus the magnhled bending sress j
throughout the (hicJmess of the flange has reached the
“failure value” m~. The failure value is either the yield
stress uY, or the elastic tripping stress Ua.r, whichever
is less. Stated mathematically

where u=.Tis obtained from the method of Section 13.1
or 15.5.
Srnctly speaking, as the yield zone penen-ates from
the outer surface to the midthickness of the flange
there is some nonlirswrity, but sin= the half-thickness
is small relative to the web depth the effect is negligible. Therefore, the failure pr=ss can lx regarckl as
entirely elastic and can be completely dese&d by the
lx.arn-column theory of Section 11.3. Accordingly,
the total mess in the roidthichess of the flange is

(14.2.2)

MODES OF COLLAPSE
MOand&=

Mode I Collapse: Compression Failure of the
StifFener
The combination of in-plane compression and negative bending is illus~ted in Fig. 14.3. With this com-

it is tmd

E-dIrq
mwies

cross-sectional area and moment
of inerna of the beam-column.
(Note: Since the plating is in tension the plate flange is assumed
to be of full width b. Therefore
A = A, + lu.)
maximum bending moment and
maximum deflection due to the
lateral load acting alone. It is assumed that these maximum values occur at the midlength of the
beam-column.

tlw Stiffener.

I’rmmnt
M. : posif.w bemw
mmmsston
in h Dlotma

Figure 14.5

(14.2.1)

UF= MIN{my,, Oar}

it

In.phne compressionsnd ~sitivc bending.
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A = initial eccenaiciry of the beamcohmm: a typical maximum permissible value for welded panels
is a/750, where a is the length of
the panel.
yf = distance from the cenmoidal axis
of the cross section to the rnidthickness of the sdffener flange.

Therefore, if o-~ = mY$the equation for the interactive
collapse cume in the Mode I collapse region of Fig.
14.2 is

@ = ma~caaon
factor due to tie
axial compressive srress ma:

‘( )
u
*=

my,

@=—

1

R

(14.2.6a)

[

with
R as given previously. The influence of ,140is
contained ~ tie knding parameter & ~ UF = U..r
then the equation becomes

1 -—‘“
~E

(14.2.6b)

where m&is the EuIer buckling stress for the beamColumn:

This equation is based on the following si=- convention, which is used throughout this chapter.
Sttess: Positive if compressive.
Tim collapse or “ultimate” value of applied smess
U&Uis the value of U. at which q = WF,and so we now
proceed to make these substitutions and solve for ma,..
* in Section 11.3, we make use of the following
nondimensional parameters:

where

p =

J,

Bending momenti Positive when the platiug is in
compression.
Positive toward the stiffeners
Lateral deflection
:
(i.e., positive upward in Fig.
Eccenrncity
14.3). Note: For a simply
}
supported
panel, positive
bending causes positive lateral deflection.
Distance from neutral axis: Positive toward the
plating.

I

x

(14.2.3)

Jn terms of these parameters the magnification factor is
4 = ~ _lAzR
Equation 14.2.2 becomes
(1 - R - w)(1 – A’11) = #l
and the solution for the strength ratio R is

(14.2.4)

In simply supported panels that are subjecred to negative bending, the collapse mode is always ,M6cieI for
any siguiflcant amount of negative bending, that is,
throughout the lower half of the interaction dia-gram of
Fig. 14.2. To make the diagram more useful the loads
are nondimensionaiized
values of maximum ‘rending
moment are nonmlized by dividing by Mp, and values
of applied in-plane compressive suess are divided by
5Y. Thus the point corresponding to collapse under a
pure tending load is the @nt -1 on the txmding
moment axis, providhg that buckling doss not precede.
flange yield. As the amount of in-plane compression
increases, the amount of bending which is required to
cause collapse is lessened. The exact shap of the
interactive collapse curve depends on the scantling.s
and geometry of the panel. lf the failure mechanism is
buckling, the ultimate suength will be less than it
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would be for failure by yielding, and the entire curve
will lie closer to the origin, as shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 14.2.

Mode II Collapse: Comprmion
Plating

———

——

‘VP

/
i’
/+

‘F

Failure of the

We next consider the combination of in-plane compression craand positive bending moment MOas shown
in Fig. 14.5. If the bending is small or moderate in
magnitude. collapse occurs due to compression failure
of the plate flange. If the plating remained petfe-ctly
elastic, with no buckling or nonlinearity, the total applied stress acting on the plating, UP, would be given
by the usual beam-column formula

1

%

/,

SIW=E

//

.5.

Fp
welded

h shown in Section 12.6. the compressive collapse of
welded plating is a complex inelastic process. The
relationship bween load and end shortening, that is.
between the applied stress UP and the average strain
Ed. is described by the ewes
of Fig. 12.24. For”our
present application the applied stress in the pladng is
m~ and so this symbol replaces U. of Fig. 12.24. As
an illustration, and for later reference, a typical ctme
of UP versus so from Fig. 12.24 is reproduced in Fig.
14.6. The arlier figure showed that for most plates
(p > 1) tie relationship between up and S. becomes
nonlinear well before collapse. Both figures also illustrate what we mean by “plate failure,” namely, the
point in the UF versus .sacume at which the plating has
lost most of its in-plane stiffness. In geometric terms
it is the point at which the tangent of the ct.uwe has
become signi5cantly less than the original value, E.
Strictly spsaking, the failure point is the peak of the
curve. However, for plates of low and intermediate
slenderness there is a discernible knee in the cume
(unless the initial distortion 6, is very large) and this is
the simplest and safest choice of the failure point. For
very slender plates the failure point is either the peak
of the cue or the point at which the slope has decreased to some specified value (e.g., ~~.
Since the plating is actually being subjected to an
imposed unifomI strain. collapse is, strictly speaking,
measured by the value of average strain corresponding
to this loss of stiffness: s. = Edt, as shown in Fig.
14.6. However, it is more convenient to desd in terms
of stress. For later use we define m~ as the equivalent
elastic failure stress. that is. the value of crw which
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14.6 Typical curve of lad versus end shortcoming
for
ml plating.

would correspond to WI if the plate maintained a linear
relationship betxwm aw and G.
For most plates the slope of the curve begins to
decrease well before the point of “plate failure.’”
Therefore Uw, the true value of applied stress which
corresponds to plate failure, is significantly less than
UF. ~S dso means that during the load sequence that
leads to plate failure, the average plate stiffness is
significantly less than the elastic or material stiffness
E. The average stiffness over the entire range of loading is given by the secant modulus E, = TE. which is
the slope of the line joining the origin to the point of
plate failure, as shown in Fig. 14.6. For our purpose
this straight line can be used in place of the actual
cue because we simply want to be able to predict
plate failure, and we are not interested in the detailed
plate response prior to that. With this approach we are,
in effect, representing the plating as if it were made of
a different material which has a smaller value of
Young’s modulus, and for which the ctme oj UP versus E. is pe~ectiy linear, right up 10failure. As we
shall see. the latter property is of very Seat advantage.
The mathematical expression for the secant modulus was given in (12.6.4) which for convenience is
reproduced here
,=~=o.25(2+t-~-)

(14.2.8)
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where
$=1+*
Mso, it was noted in Section 12.6 that the ultimate
sh-ength cume has the same shape as the cume for T
and can & represented sticiently
accurately by simply subtracting 0.1 from T. That is
:=r-o.l
= 0.25 ( 1.6 I- 6 _+2-y)
with ( again given by

(14.2.9)

6=1+?

hansform this composite section into an equivalent
section which has a uniform elastic modulus, as was
done for the hull girder in Section 3.6. we choose the
stiffener as the reference material, and hence the crosssectional area of the plating is multiplied by the transformation factor T. In the present application, to avoid
any confusion about plate thickmess we apply T to the
flange width b instead of to the plate thickness. Therefore, in the transformed section the p[ate flange has a
transformed width “bm= Tb. The total area is now
Ar = A, i- b~, the neutral axis is at the centroid of
the h’ansformed section, and the effective moment of
inerna of the beam-column is IF, which is the second
moment of the transformed section. The sti
disuibution is linear and continuous but the stress disrnburion is discontinuous because in the platig the mess
is Up = TU$P, where @w is the mess obtained by
applying ordinary beam theory to the transformed section (see Fig. 14.7). It shouid be noted that mP, tie

actual value of sums in the pladng, acts across Lhe

We now consider the composite beam cohunn comprised of a sdffener and a piate flange of width b, as
shown in Fig. 14.7. The total cross-sectional area is
A = A, + bt. The loads are an applied compressive
m-ess U. and a Iaterd load which causes a paitive.
bending moment of maximum vaiue Ma, The plate
flange has a different el=tic modulus rhan the stiener
and hence, kfore we can apply beam theory, we must

mire width of the plate flange; the transformed width
b. is merely a device for obtaining the neumal axis
position and moment of inertia of the composite section.
The axial stress in the transformed section is
A

-

‘a”== ‘“AW

= ..-

,

(14.2.10)

and this is the value of stress at the neuma.1axis of tie
section. If we now appiy the ordinary beam column
theory as in (14.2.7) to the uansformed section we
obtain the uncorrected plate stress @

1
b

1

(14.2.11)
and the hue value of &w is then
%

/

F@re 14.7 Use of trmsformedsection[o representcombinml
Affener-snd-plateas au equivalentelastichun column.

= T@P

(14.2.12)

Fmm beam-column themy we know rhat collapse
of the beam-coiumn occurs when the smess in the
compression flange (here @reaches
tie f~~e v~ue
for that material (UP*, as shown in Fig. 14.6). ne
ultimate strength of the Ixam+olum.n is defined as the
value of applied axial smess in the beam-column (Ua.r)
which is sufficient to cause the above collapse condi~~n. That is, (Ua,r)dt is defined as the value of u~,r
.,
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which SatiSfiW
up = up
~w = To-$w

or

(14.2.13)

and UFis an artificial or equivalent failure srress for the
plating, such that the plate fails when the uncorrected
plate stress a% reaches ~F. Substituting for U$ from
(14.2. 11) we obtain the quation governing the collapse condition:

where U% is as given previously. Rather than multiplying every tmm of m$ by T, it will be more convenient to bring T to the left-hand side and define an
quivalent plate failure stress o~:
u

uF=~

(14.2,15)
In parallel with the procedure adopted for Mode I
collapse, we deftne the following nondimensional
parameters

T

as was foreshadowedearlier (see Fig. 14.6).
Thus far we have considered only longitudinal
stress in the plating. If there is a Kansverse mess urn.
(positive compressive) and shear smess T, the ultimate
strength of the plating is less than the uniaxial value
UP. If these other two messes are not large (less than,
say, 0.3 a=) the value of UP can be corrected by
applying a reduction factor to crP. The reduction factor
to account for T is given by (12.6.3)
,,=

=

J-

P

The interaction beween Ua and UW is discussed in
Section 12.6, and is shown to depend on the plate
slenderness @and aspect ratio a/b. The interaction is
quite complex, being actually beneficial in the case of
sturdy plates (~ < 1) and becoming linear, and dernmental, in the case of slender plates. For design purposes we want a simple relationship which covers the
worst cases without being unduly pessimistic in other
cases. The worst case is the linear interaction given by
(12.6. 16) cotmsponding to slender plates. If we adopt
this then the reduction factor to be applied to UWis
rq=l

(14.2.16)

d=~

~oYp..
lru~

1
- AIR

In terms of these parameters, (14.2.15) reduces to the
same nondimensional beam-column equation as for
Mode I, given in (14.2.4)

(]-/L

-R)(l-A2R)=qR

and the solution for the swength ratio R or (RD, to
indicate the collapse mode) is

Umq

——
U*,U

(14.2.17)

in which U~,u is given by (12.6.12) assuming that
a/h > 1. We now apply these two reduction factors
to am, and for simplicity of notation we do so by
redetig
m~, the equivalent failure stress for the plating, such that it includes these factors. We also take
advantage of the fact that UP. can be represented in
temlS of T, as in (14.2.9): UPM
= (T - O.l)OYP. The
definition of UF becomes

(14.2.14)
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where

Cn=I-p+y

This equation is based on the sign convention defined
earlier and hence yP,., h, and A are all positive quantities.
buCED bAD ECCENTWCnYDUE TO ~ECREASED
PL41-E sTTFFNEss
In investigating panel collapse of a stiffened panel
structure we usually wish to find and analyze the first
panel to collapse. Hence the panels which are immedi-

.,,,.
f, .., .$
.,Y
~<,>,.,,,.
. ,“,
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..._.,_

ately adjacent in the direction of the load should be
weated as fully effective. But r-hemain reason for ueating them as such is that this is a more severe condition
for the subject panel. The reduced stiffness of the
pladng has been allowed for by defining a transformed
section in which the neumrd axis is displaced slighly
tier
from the plating. By definition the neutral axis
is the line of action, within the cross section of the
of
the
total
axial
force
IXam
column,
P(P = Au. = Arm.,.) which is transmitted by the
cross section. But the Iine of action of che externally
applied force is the centroid of the total area A, which
means that the applied load has a slight positive eccentricity, and this creates an exua positive moment in the
section and therefore decreases the uldmate smength.
The eccenrncity is equal to the distance moved by the
neuual axis, which is
A, =/++

[1 m

where
{fl.—

l–/.L
I+

Nommotw

_l+nP+7
T/p

(1 + qp)A’

)&PUEO COMPRESS~ swSS

If the panel forms part of a hull .gi.rderthe overall depth
of the hull girder is sticiently
large that the hull
girder s~ss w. can k regarded as constant over the
height of the panei. Lf, however, the overall structure
is a shallower box tier,
such as a double bottom or
a barge or a simple box girder beam, then the applied
stress U. has a trapezoidal disrnbution over the height
of the panel and his also induces some additional
eccenrnc bending. The eccentricity is again positive
(providing that the stiffenersare on the inside of the
box girder flanges) and is @ven by

(14.2.18)

where h is the distance from the midplane of the plating to the centroid of the stiffener, and A$ is the sectional area of tie sdffener.
The effect of APis to add another term to the righthand side of (14.2.15). Unlike other forms of eccen~
uiciry, AP does not undergo magnification since it is
.L - c--i
.-A
I..- UL
-r
UK
UIldl
VdlUG
the neuml axis eccentricity, at the
instant of failure. Therefore the additional term is

(G)WW%YW
Ir
Accordingly, we define an additional nondimensional
parameter qP, analogous to the geometric eccentricity
parameter q

(14.2,21)
where A and 1 refer to the total panel cross section (not
the uansformed section) and H is the distance from the
centroidal axis of the total panel cross section to the
neuml axis of the overall box girder, that is, to the
axis of zero m-ess in the box girder, taking into
account any axial sums which may be present in it.
Since AH is an initial eccentricity it may simply be
added to A, and there is no need for a new term as there
was for AP.
The steps in calculating the Mode D ultimate
strength may be summarized as follows:
1,

For the given lateral load, calculate MOand 60.

~. From (14,2.8) calctdate T and then calculate UF
from

(14.2,19)
The nondimensional equation governing collapse becomes

[1 -P-R(1

+ 7,)](1

-A2~) = @

for which the solution is

with mq,ugiven by (12.6. 12).
3. For a transformed section having a plate flange of
width Tb, calculate A~, yp,~, L, A, and 4P. (Note:
Eqs. 8.3.6 are helpful for this task.
4. Using (14,2.16) and (14.2.19) calculate tie parameters A, q, 7P, ~d p.
5.
6.

(14.2.20)

Calculate the strength ratio Rm from (14.2,20).
Calculate the collapse load cra,ufrom (14.2. 10)
Aw
u a,”= (U..u)k ~

()
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which is, in terms of Rn

()

An
UO.A= UFRU ~

(14.2.22a)

or in nondimensional terms

(%)H=:R”(3
“’’”b)
Rn is a function of MOthough

the medium of p

and therefore (14.2.22) is the equation for the Mode H
interactive collapse curve of Fig. 14.2.

Mode III Collapse: Combined Failure of Stiffener
and Platiug
If the positive bending moment M. is large it creates a
large tensile suess in the stiffener. This is partly canceled by the applied compressive smess, but if the
lxnding moment is sufficiently large there will be tensile yielding in the stiffener flange as well as compressive failure of the plating. This further reduces the
effectiveness of tie section. and so the plate failure
analysis of the previous section is no longer sufficient.
The point on the Mode II curve where this simultaneous failure begins to occur is labeled G on the interaction diagram of Fig. 14.2. This simultaneous failure
occurs in all combinations of collapse loads in which
the bending moment exceeds (MO)G.Therefore in this
region of the interaction diagram there is a new mode
of collapse-Mede
HI-and
a new segment of the
collapse curve extending from point G up to point D,
where the load is a pure bending load. For this loading,
the stiffener can achieve full yield and as this cccurs
the effective neun-al axis moves toward the plating.
For most panel propornons it eventually enters the
platig, putting it partly in tension. Thk stabilizes the
plating such that it can absorb almost the full value of
compressive yield sucss. Hence for a purely lateral
load collapse does not occur until the panel has
condition.
reached a plastic
A precise calculation of the collapse loads for Mode
Ill collapse would be extremely difficult because of the
complicated interaction between the simultaneous
stiffener tensile yieiding and plate compressive failure. Experiments [2] show that the interaction cutwe

for this collapse mode is convex upward and that it
always intersects the Mode II curve at some distance
above point G. That is, the Mode II collapse analysis
becomes inaccurate only gradually, in propordon to
the extent to which MOexceeds (~O)G, such that the
collapse involves some yielding of the stiffener flange.
Therefore we choose a suaight me bmveen points D
and G as the interaction curve for Mcde Ill collapse.
This choice is safe since the actual collapse @nK
always lie slightly above this line, and it greatly
simplifies the analysis of Mmle III collapse. The analysis only requires finding @n G, the load combina-.
tion which causes simultaneous compression failure of
the plating and tensile yield of the stiffener flange. The
latter occurs when the total flange stress reaches the
tensile yield suess, which in the sign convention of
this chapter is - q,. Therefore the condition for flange
yield is

-

MOYf.rr + (ua.rr)uI,M&
Uy, = (~a,r)~t + —

Ir

+

A)y~.. ~

I.

-i-

(ua.rr)u&Qxr
Itr
(14.2.23)

This equation corresponds to the tune GH in Fig.
14.2. To facilitate the solution for the value of (m..~)w,
we again define a set of nondimensional parameters.
These differ from those of Mode II in that the flange
distance yj,. replaces y,,., which means that both q and
7P will have negative values. Also, since the failure
shess is now negative (~F = - ~FJ) the smength ratio
R will likewise have a negative value, and this means
that the expression for the magnification factor must be
altered to

b-J-‘l+AJR
In order to distinguish the nondimensional parameters which comespond to the cwve GH from those of
Mode U, we shall use a subscript GH. Accordingly.
the parametexx are

hinge
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cry,)

&H=

1.

+

Ir( - Uy,)
The second equation for (~..u)G and (kfo)Gcomes from
the plate failure condition, for which (14.2.22) gives

1 t A“R~~

qp.GH)l(

1

~

(+G.:ff)R,

(14.2.28)

MHRGH)

in which Ru k a function of (kfo)G?ShICe

= qGHRGH
and solving for

COLLAPSE

~H=!!!4k2k

The condition for flange yield (i.e., the equation of
tune GHj is then
[1 - ~ff - R..(I

OF

The result will be positive since RGH is negmive. i7GH
is a tinction of (l~O)Gsince

Moyf+r

‘H = 1.(-

Y1ODES

RGHgives*

The required collapse loads (aa.u)G ~d (I~O)G are
obtained by solving (14.2.27) and (14.2.28) sirnuitaneously, using an appropriate numerical technique. By
equating the right-hand sides of tiese equations we
obtain a single implicit equarion for (MO)G:
(14.2.29)

RUUF = -RGHUY,
The other condition defining point G is the Mode II.
condition. Therefore, from ( 1~.~.20) tie second equation for determining point G is

where

The solution must be performed iteratively, and the
best approach is to begin with a rnd Wdue of (l~o)G,
calculate the corresponding value of (&)G (which deIxnds on the type of lateral load), then evaluate Ra and
RGH, and hence the left and right sides of ( 14.2.29). In
general these will not agree zmd it will be necessary to
choose another WhM of (MO)Gand repeat until the
agreement is satisfactory. Some numerical technique
(Newton’s method. Secant method, etc.) may be used
tO obtain each new WhIe Of~~O)G.
Sincethe other end-point of the Mode III collapse
Lineis (0-=.J5y = 0; ikfo/Mp = 1) tie equation for he
ultimate strength of a panel in the Mode III collapse
regime is

(14.2.26)

in which the nondimensional parameters are those of
(14.2. 16) and (14.2. 19). From these expressions for
RGHand Ru we can obtain two equations for (a.,u)G as
a function of (MO)G.For the stiffener rensi.le yield condition the equation for (rd,u)~ in terms of RGH is similar
to (14.2.22), namely

f~o-(~u)G’
tfp
5Y
()
(-)
u a.u

=

m

MP – (~O)G

Fy

(14.2.30)

(*)G==t)RGH
“42-27)

in which (Ua.U)Gis obtained from either of two expressions:

●We hereindicatekth rwm of the quadratic&causerhesolution
forpint G caninvolveeitherrmt. dependingon F&andthe panel
ptupornons.
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or

(~aJI)G= - ~Y, +
()

W&t

RGH

of Initial Ikcentricity

If there is no lateral load the initial eccenrncity A
becomes the crucial factor in determining which mode
of collapse occurs. The load eccenrnciry AP which is
induced by the shift of the neutral axis at plate failure
is always positive; that is. it is always such as to
encourage a Mule D collapse. Therefore if the initial
geometric eceentticiry A is positive, then the theory
necessarily predicts a Mode II collapse tecause both of
the eecenrncities, A and AP, are positive. Of course
there are other possible factors, such as sdfener irn@ections and eccerm-icity of applied load, which can
ovemide this tendency and cause a Mode I collapse.
But it is a fact that panels which have a positive initial
eccentrici~ and are subjected to a purely in-plane load
usually collapse in Mode II. The converse is not true;
that is, a panel with a purely axial load and with a
small or moderate negative initiil eccenrnciry may
collapse in either Mode I or Mode IL This is because

the induced load eccenrnci~ APis always positive, and
hence it may ectipse a negative value of A.
Also, a negative initial eccentricity can give an
apparent suengtbening against a Mmle 11 collapse. A
negative deflection relieves t-he plate of some compression, and therefore a small or moderate negative
initial em.enmici~ (not large enough to cause a Mode
I collapse) may delay plate failure and hence give a
smaU but measurable increase in the Mode II collapse
smength.
This smengthening effect is not resrncted to the case
of pure in-plane loading. For any lateral load it will
occur whenever A is of opposite sign to h, whether
positive or negative. However, the effect is significant
only for small lateral loads, when h is of the same
order of magniutde as A. In this case q is very small
since it is propxtional to the sum of these two eccentricities. The effect which this has on the collapse
cumes is shown in Fig. 14.8, exaggerated for clarity.
Some examples of this effect in actual panels are
presented in Section 14.4.

14.3 ULTIMATE STRAIN OF S1’l17FENED
PANELS
k mentioned earlier, in overall structural collapse due
to hull girder bending the loading condition on each
plate panel is acrually a uniform applied strain. E,.
rather than a uniform applied stress, and it is more
coxrect to express plate collapse in terms of the value
of sti
in the plate when it collapses, Ed, ti. l%e same
is true for the stiffener-plate combination and so it is
necessmy to have an expression for E... for this type of
member. The expression depends on the degree of
yielding in the cross s~tion. which in rum depends on
the collapse mode. For Mode I the cross section is still
elastic and so the ultimate strain is
u=.
%1 = ~

(14.3.1)

with cr=..given by (14.2.6).
For Mode II the stiffener is again elastic since the
upper end of the Mode II range is stiffener tensile
yield. The plating is inelastic but it has been replaced
by a pseudoelasuc plate, having an effective elastic
modulus E,. Thus the stiffener and the plate are like
two parallel elastic rods for which the axial stiffnesses
are EAj/L and EJAp/L. Since they are in parallel and
must have the same axial shortening, the total stiffness

-11

Figure 14.Ei Effect of initialeccenrnci~,
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is tie sum of the individual stiffnesses. Expressing the
total stiffness in terms of the total are~ A = Ap + A,
and a meart value of secant modulus E, gives
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and by noting that Ar = A* + TAP we have

S*

is then
_ A ua.u
E
““U A= E

(14.3.3)

in which Ua.ucomes from the procedure given at the
end of the discussion of Mode II collapse, during
which Amis also evaluated.
For Mtie Ill the degree of yielding in rhe stiener
is not known preciseiy and the safest and easiest course
is to regard the stiffener as being fully yielded, with an
effective tangent modulus of zero. The mean value of
secant modulus for the panel is then

Iw

Iw

I

I

P

(b) Ltikq
F@rc 14.9 Exprh’ncntal semp of .Monmhtesrs.

(14.3.4)
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OF THEORY

each stiffener at the a/3 positions, giving a bending
moment Mo = Wa/3 which is constant over tie middle one-third of the panel. For this load the maximum
deflection is

(14.3.5)

23 Wa 3

AND

&=—

(14.4.1)

648EI

Also the plastic hinge load Wp is related to MF by
Siie

Span Panela
Mp=y

In order to verify the beam column approach presented
in the previous sections, we now compare the collapse
loads predicted by this method with the measured collapse loads of a series of fifteen panels which were
tested to destruction under various combinations of
lateral and in-plane load by Michelurti and .Munay at
Monash University in Melbourne [2,3,4]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 14.9. The bending moment was provided by wo point loads W applied to

Wpa

(14.4.2)

Thirteen of the panels were of the same (nominal)
overall dimensions, namely:
B = 2.44 m,

a = 3.20 m.

tp= 9.7 = 0.3 mm,

~ = 0.152 m,
t. = 7,3 20.2
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b = 0.533 m,
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One panel (panel A4 in the mninology of Ref. 2) was
slightly shorter (a = 3,05 m) but was geodetically
similar to the others. Only one panel (panel A6) had
any sigrMcant difference in geomeq; panel A6 was
54’% longer, having a = 4.93 m.
The principal difference among the panels was in
regard to yield smess. Within each panel the stiffeners
and plating had different yield stresses, and the ratio
varied bm panel to panel. In nine panels my,exceeded
UYP,the three largest ratios being 1.25 (panel Q) and
1.19 (panels M and N) and in six panels UYJwas less
thm aYP,the two smallest ratios being 0.86 (panel L)
and 0.91 (panel A3). Details are given in Table 14.1.
including the value of initial eccenrncity A/a and the
values of various parameters. The tabie gives tbe expetientd
collapse loads and the corresponding normalized values uJ@
and WJ WP. This is followed
by the theoretical normalized values obtained from the
thecny of the preceding sections.
Although fourteen of the panels were virtually identical in gem-rmy, the variation in the ratio of yield
stress means that each panel has a different collapse
cme. For each panel the complete curve was calculated using the particular values of plate and stiffener
thickness and of initial eccenrnciry of that panel,. in
order to make the comparison of theory and expm-iment more precise. Some examples are shown in Fig.
14.10. These nave been chosen m cover the full rartge

TABLE 14.1

COMPARISON

of collapse load combinations and to illus~a~e the variety among the curves. For clarity most of the cumes
are not plotted in full but only in the vicinity of the
experimental collapse load for that panel.
Panel Q is one of the panels with a large value of
UrJ/ UYPand hence its Mode III cwe is higher. Panels
A2, H, and Z are typical of most of the panels, with
a yieid suess ratio close to uniry. Panels H and A6
were subjected to pure in-plane compression and they
collapsed due to plate failure (Mode II). The behavior
of stiffened panels that are subjected to a purely axial
load is an important aspect of stiffened panel response
and merits some discussion. Therefore we shall use
these two panels as examples to illusuate and explain
this behavior.
When the loading is pure in-plane compression the
initial eaentrici~
has a strong influence on whether
collapse occurs in Mode I or Mode II. Also, as discussed in the previous stmion, a negative initial tmenRicity can give an apparent strengthening against a
Mode II collapse. This phenomenon WCurred in panel
H. Unfortunately, neither tie direction nor the magnitude of tie initial ecccnrncity were recorded for
panel H. However, it appars cl- horn the tesKresults that the initial eccenrncity was negative be-cause
the measured values of lateral deflection are negative
at all stages of the loading, until just before collapse.
At an applied load of md = 232 MPa (~a.u/~r =

OF THEOR1’AND EXPERIMENT

L
L1
Y
z
N
J

315
3%
363
367
332
370

270
379
378
370
3%
381

0.86
0.96
1.04
1.01
1.19
1.03

305
391
367
368
346
374

H

378

389

1.03

381

–3150
1600
1580
6300
930
-12mb
not
given

Theon=

Experiment

Panel characteristics

Discrepancy

coll-

0.79 (I)
0.94 (I)
0.94 (I)
0.93 (I)
0.97 (1)
0.95 (1)

o
o
62
123
184
235

-39.0
–39.6
–29.8
-14.6
–9.0
0

0
O
0.17
0.33
0.53
0.63

-0.89
-0.71
–0.65
–0.31
–0.19
0

o
o
0.15
0.31
0.51
O.&

–0.72
-0.71
-0.58
–0.30
–0.18
o

0,17
0
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.01

19.1
0
11.9
4.4
3.5
1.6

I
I
I
I
I
I

0.80 (II)

253

0

0.66

0

0.59

0

0.07

10.6

H

0.39
0.51
0.46
0.38
0.33
0.31
0.24
o

0
0.24
0.45
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.74
1.00

0.02
0
0.06
0.07
0.12
0.12
0.05
0.02

4.9
0
8.6
9.6
15.2
15.1
6.1
:.0

11
II
II
D
III
m
III
Ill

A6’

368

383

1.04

372

,530

1.21” (111

153

0

0.41

Q
M

318

397

].25

335

890

0.75 (H)

172

11.1

324

385

1.19

338

970

0.75 m)

170

22.8

0.51
0.50

0
0.24
0.49

A4
M
A2

372
370
383

361
338
354

0.97
0.91
0.92

369
363
378

1330
1150
1050

0.76 (D)
0.82 (GH)
0.84 (GH)

154
139

36.4
37.0

0.42
0.38

0.65
0.69

Al
P

378
324

371
369

0.98
1.14

376
334

1400
800

0.85 (GH)
0.88 (GH)

139
93
O

38.4
42.0
46.8

0.37
0.25
0

0.71
0.79
1.02

‘All theomiw.1resuh.swe for a/A = =750 (– for ModeL + for McdesLland III).
% this pane)the eccenrrici~was in the axial load. and was equivalentm A = –a/ 120C.
lmg panel(a = 4.93 m): thereforr A is large.
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Comparisonof tieory and experiment
for sample

ps.nels.

232/381 = 0.61) the plating began to fail and the
panel immediately deflected in the positive direction
(i.e., toward the sdffeners). OrI further increase of
load, the positive deflection grew rapidly and a Mode
II collapse occurred soon after, at UJi?Y = 0.66.
With a positive eccentricity (e. g., the standard design
value of +d/750) the beam column theory for Mode
II, as outlined previously, gives a collapse load ratio of
0.59. Therefore it_
that the panel had a negative
initial eccentricity which tificially
suengthened it.
Obviously, one must ignore such strengthening when
designing, but in comparing theory and experiment it
is important to model the actual situation as closely as
pxsible. Therefore a smail negative initial eccenrncity (-a/2000)
was assumed and the theoretical
collapse loads were calculated for Mode I and Mode 11
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(with a small negative value of J. both equations have
solutions). The resuldng values of Ua../5Y
Wm
0.77
and 0.67 for Modes I and U, as shown in Fig. 14.10.
Thus when the negative initial eccenrnciw which appears to have been present is represented by a typical
value, the theory correctly predicts that .Mode D is the
collapse mode, and the predicted value agrees closely
with the experimental value of 0.66. For comparison.
Fig. 14.10 also shows the collapse cues correspond-~
ing to the standard design values of initial eccentricity
(-a/750 for Mode I and +u/750 for Mwle IQ. These
are the cumes which would in practice be taken as the
predicted capability of the panel. Since they are design
cumes they must always give a predicted collapse load
which is less than the actual co13apse load for any panel
whose initial eccenticiry is” within the ~missible
range: –a/750 < A < a/750. ALthe sametimethey
should not be excessively consemative. As shown in
the figure, the cuzwes for panel H fullill both of these
requirements.
Panel A6 is the Iong panel and consequently it has
a much larger slenderness parameter Al = 1.46 and
Au = 1.21, compared to typical values of 0.95 and
0.75 for the other panels. This causes a substantial
decrease in ultimate strength in both modes. In fact,
the stiffener tensile yield cme for panel A6 (the ctme
GH in Fig. 14.10) is so close to the origin that it does
not intersect the Mode II cume, and the Mode IH
collapse ct.we is a straight line from the point
MJMp = 1 to the point where the GH curve cresses
the hoti.zontal axis, As noted earlier, this is conservative because in such cases the coIlapse load combinations would follow the Mode II collapse cme upward for some distance (i. e., up to moderate values of
MO). But the conservaavism is not excessive and it
emphasizes the fact that such a panel does have generally low values of nondimensional collapse loads.
Panel A6 also provides another illusuation of the
crucial influence which the initial eccentricity has
when there is no lateral load. For this panel. when the
standad design value of – a/750 is assumed for .Mmie
I and +a/750 for Mode H. the two values of u~../ mr
are 0.376 and 0.405 respectively, as shown in the
figure. Thus if we were considering this panel in azI
objective design context. in which both positive and
negative eccentricity must be allowed for, the panel
could be said to he weaker in Mode I than in Mmie II.
But in this spectic case the panel had a relatively large
psiave initial eccentricity ( +a/530
ad ~emfore
Mode I collapse could not and did not wcur. For a
Mode I collapse to occur, A would have to be negauve
(and sufflciendy negative to overcome the induced

ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF STKFFmED PANELS

eccentricity effect). When the measured value of
+a/530 is used for the Mode II calculation, the predicted collapse suength is 0.390, which apes well
with the experimental result: the panel in fact underwent a Mode II collapse at an applied load ratio of
0.41.
Since the tests covered a full range of load combinations, including purely lateral loads and purely inplane loads, the discrepancy bemveen theo~ and experiment is besl measured ilong a radial line from the
origin as shown for panels A2. M, N, and Z in Fig.
14.10. The relative error is then obtained by dividing
this radial discrepancy by the length along the radial
line from the origin to the experimental collapse point.
This has been done for all Meen cases and the results
me given in Table 14.1. Also, to give a clearer overall
comparison, Fig. 14.11 contains all of the radial discrepancies plotted in their correct positions relative to
a single typical collapse curve. The calculations were
performed using the standard design values of initial
eccenrnci~, Su/750.
The results indicate that the
beam column equations presentd in the previous sections are of satisfactory accuracy, and that the value of
5a/750 for the initial eccentricity is suitable for design. J-n all panels except A6 (the long panel) the
design value of ecccntzicity exceeded the actual value
(see Table 14. I). The design value of aa/750 is a
maximum permissible value; panels with larger eccentricity would either be forbidden by the fabrication
specifications or would be desig-d as curved panels.
For all panels in which the initial eccenrnci~ was
within these permissible limits the actual value of ultimate suength was never less than the design value. and
the design value was never excessively conservative.
Moreover, even in panel A6, in which the initial eccenrncity was slightly over the permissible value, the
collapse load was still slightly above the desi~ value.
These results demonstrate that the beam cohmm ap
preach is well suited for the design of stiffened panels,
since it gives an accurate estimate of strength for all
load combinations and for any typical amount of initial
eccenrncity.
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To demonstrate the validity of the method for multispan panels we next compare its predicted values of
u .+. and E... with the measured values obtained by
Dowling et al. [5] in a tes~ of a 3.9- m long box girder
subjected to a sagging bending moment (model no. 2
in the terminology of Ref. 5). The cross section is
shown in Fig. 14.12. The upper tlange (the “strength
124

Com~sim plot of results.

I
~

Figure 14.12 Box girdermodelsection.
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deck”) consisted of five in-line pane!s 7S7 mm in
length. The panels were typical in ail respects to ship
panels; details are given in the figure and in Table 14.2. From Ref. 5, in the bay where the collapse
wcurred the conditions before loading were:

OF THEORY .WD Experiment

T–O.1
VF = —
T

P = 15.73 mm
C2 = 0.854, y,,, = 7.41 m.m

()

upward (towards plating)
in. = -0.25

from (14.2.18): AP = IzAJ ~
mm

average longitudinal

(a/3100)

= (29.5)297
(a/563)

no lateral load, both Mode I and
must be investigated. In order to
example of the method some details
will b given.

Mo& I collapse

I/A
from (14.2.21): AH = ~

(15.73)’
pz
= ~ = —
457 – 8

from (14.2,16): A = 0.63, q = 0.060
iiom (14.2.19):

q, = .0287

from (14.2.20):

RU= o.899
= 202.3 N/mm’

and from (14.3.3): Ed.== 1.128 X 10-’

from (8.3.6): C, = 0.083, 1 = 326700 mm’,

“

P = 14.65 mm
Cz = 0.8775, Yf = -44.6
J\ =

1279

= 0.55 mm

from (14.2.22): G

Beam-column parameters:

horn (14.2.3):

(L-a

= 0.958 mm

residual smess:
U, = 0.18 Ur

Since there is
Mode H collapse
provide a worked
of the calculation

- ~

r

downward (towards stiffener)
A = 0.055 in. = 1.4Q mm

Fyp = ~6~ ,Y/m~

from (8.3.6): C[ = .096, 1,, = 3520C0 mm’,

maximum initial deflection of stiffeners:

A = -0.010

—————_

mm

0.623, q = 0.052

Since d-se Mode I value of
Mde H value the la~er is
value of ultimate strength.
As shown in Fig. 14.13
quite god agreement with

aa.= was larger than this
selected as the predicted
this predicted result is in
the experimental resuits:

from (14.2.5): R = 0.925
%

and hence the value of U.. for a Mode I collapse is
o. W5uy, = 255.8 N/mmi.
From (14.3.1) the value
of e~~ is 1.226 x 10-3.
Mode II collapse

( N/mm*)

-JL-

1

THEORY.
MODE 1

MODE

~

m

202.3

N/mmz

1.128

x

10-’

Plate slenderness: @ = 1.89
2ao- -

fmm (14.2.8): T = 0.825,

20;.3

TABLE 14.2 p~OP~TIM OF BOX GIRDER MODEL
Corrqxwnt

Dimensions
(mm)

ComprmSiori
ilsnge
Tension
klugc
Web
Stiffenem
S0.8 x

E

(N/r&2)

(N/mm’)

4.88

298.0

208,500

4.88

298.0

208,5@l

3:38
15.9 x 4.8L

211.6
276.5

216,200
191.503
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100--

,5.103
2,0
Figure 14.13 Collapseof upperttangeof kx girderrntiel.
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Mode II collapse at an average applied smess of 205.3
N/mm2 and a !train of 1.070 x 10”3.
It should be noted that the selection of the predicted
mode of collapse must be based on U=..and not on s....
A smaller value of s.,. for Mode I does not mean that
Mode I collapse would occur tirst, because the Mode
H collapse actually begins much earlier, when the
plate begins to fail, and from this point onward the
b-column
undergoes ever-increasing
positive
kxiing, opposite to that of Mode I. Thus a Mode I
collapse can ordy cccur if the value of (Cr..M)I
is smaller
than the load which initiates plate failure. Hence we
are being consemative in saying that a Mode I collapse
only requires that (mO.M)I
be less than (u=Jn, artd then
taking this smaller value to be the ultimate rmength of
the panel. But as mentioned earlier. whenever the lateral load is small or is absent the occurrence of Mode
I or Mode II depends not only on the propdes
and
propornons of the panel but also on the particular
circumstances and detaiis such as initial deflections.
load sequence, and residual smess, which cannot be
Imown or predicted by the desi~er. Hence the designer must always be conservative and assume the
worst, which means choosing whichever mode gives
the lower value of smmgth.

Multispan Panels With Lateral Load
We next compare the method’s predictions with the
results of tests by Smith [6] on multispan panels sub
jetted to a uniform lateral pressure in addition to axial
compression. In comparing theory and experiment it is
necessary to have full information about the initial
conditions (residual sness, preload deflections, and
the values of ~ and MOdue to the lateral load) for the
particular Wfener-plate combination which rnggmed
the collapse. Of the 11 panels tested in Ref. 6 panels
3a and 3b are chose for the comparison because for
these panels all of the required information was
recorded and presented. Also these two panels provide
valuable information about the effect of lateral pressure because they were a matching pair and one of
them (3a) had a lateral pressure of 3 psi whereas the
other had no lateral load.

This panel was subjected to a constant lateral pressure
of 3 psi. The panel collapsed when the applied axial
smess reached 0.69 ~Y, where fi~ is the mean value of
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yield stress of the stiffeners and plating, averaged over
the panel cross section.
This case is worth ex mining in some detail, especially in regard to the causal sequence of failures,
because h provides an example of how a laterally
loaded multispan panel, in spite of the rotational restraint at the ends of each span, cars undergo the same
type of collapse as a laterally loaded pimned panel.
As shown in Fig. 14.14 the collapse involved upward flexural buckling in one of the centt%l bays and
downward bucking of an adjacent bay, together with a
sdffener flange mechanism of the type shown in
Fig. 14.4, close to the central transverse hrne. M
tbm failures occurred more or less simultaneously,
and to determine the precise imeractions and the causal
relationships we must examine the state of loading just
prior to failure. F@e 14.15 illustrates the bending
moment disrnbution in the stiffeners due to the lateral
pressure. This was not given in Ref. 6 but was calculated by the author by a nonlinear finite element analysis of the gross panel. The total compressive stress in
the stiffener flange is a maximum at the midlength of
tbe gross panel. because of the peak value of bending
moment there. The finite element analysis showed that
when the applied axial stress reached the experimental
collapse value the total stress in the stiffener flange at
the midlength had just slightly exceeded the yield
stress of the stiffener. At this time yield had not occurred anywhere else and all of the panels were still
stable. This shows clearly that it was the stiffener

figure 14.14 Panel3a after collapse.(Photocourtesyof Adrni.
rahy MarineTechnology~tablishrnent, Dunfmmiine.Scotland).
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for A, gives a value of 0.658= ~for au,=, which differs
from the actual value by only 5%, and on the conservative side.
The actual tnewred value of A for the span where
the collapse wcurred was J = 0.03 in. (a/2000) and
when this value is used the predicted value of U..Uis
0.69FY, the same as the experimental value.
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PANEL3b

Bending moment in panel 3a.

flange mechanism which rnggered the collapse, and
also provides the explanation as to why the panels
buckled at the same time as the formation of the stiffener flange mechanism. Such a mechanism is virtually
the same as a hirige (art ordimy hinge, not a plastic
hinge) because the flange has lost nearly ELII
of its axial
stiffness. Therefore the sb’feners rorated about this
point and transferred the bending moment into the
spans. The new bending moment in each span is ap
proximately that for a beam which is pinned at one end
and clarqed at the other, with a midspan value of
phaz/ 12. The increased bending suess in the plating
was sufficient to cause a Mode H collapse of span N3 ,“
and so this span collapsed immediately after the flange
mechanism had occurred. with no further increase in
axial load. Since the uansverse tie
provides very
little rotational restraint and also petrrtits at least a
small lateral deflection, it is the hinge rather than the
frame which constitutes the endpoint of he two bearncolumns. and since AB is longer than BC the Mode II
collapse occumed in the former.
This case demonmates that in spire of rim rotational
restraint which exists at the ends of each span in a
laterally loaded mukispart panel, collapse can still occur in a manner very similar to that of a panel with
pimed ends. Therefore the pinned beanicohtmn approach, with allowance for the values of MO and ~
which etist within the span, is direcdy relevant (O SUC~
panels.
In the rationally-based design process of Fig. 2.19,
the hull module analysis, member limit analysis and
constraint evaluation of the panels (steps 3, 4, and 5)
will indicate if a .Wfener flange mechanism can occur,
and if so the use of any reasonable estimates of the
post-mechanism values of MOand ~ will give a good
estimate of cc=.,.For example, using the approxitnate
post-mechanism values of pba:~ 12 for MO and
~ (Spha ~)/ 384EI (half of the simply supported value)
for h, together with a typical design valhe of a/750

.

A second panel which was v-ktually identical to panel
3a collapsed at an applied str~ of ma. = 0.6 l=Y.
Fig. 14.16 shows the panel after collapse. Since there
is no lateral loatL a Mode H collapse would also have
been possible and one of the requirements of any
method for =titing
ultimate strength is that it

shouldcorrectlyide.nti the criticalreed%that is, the
mode with the lower vaIue of ~... For this panel the
initial defection of the collapsd span was approximately 0.15 in. toward the plating (A = -a/400).
With the method pr~cnttxi herein the predicted vaiu=
of cr.. for Modes I and II are 0.5~y and 0.69GP*
Thus the method correctly identifws the collapse mode
and predicts a value for U.u which dtiers from the
experimental value by only 7510 on the consetwative
side. This 770 margin coma mainly from the consemative assumption that a stiilener flange mechanism
‘forms as soon as the stms in the midthicktms of the
stifFencr flange reach= yield, whereas in rwlity it forms
only after the flange is fully yielded.
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F@we 14.16 Panel3b after collsps=.(Phom courresyof Adrtdmky Marine TezbnologyEstablishment,Dunferto.line.Scotland).
● The latter is obtaid
was 0.22 in. (a/270).

using the largest psitive

vslue of& which

_—-——— ULTIMATE

STRENGTH

OF STIFFENED PANELS

In the previous multispan examples the collapse has
ken Mule II, and hence this example demonstmtcs
the accuracy of the method for a Mode I collapse of a
multispan panel.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of panel 3b shows that when a multispan
panel has no lateral load the ulrimate strength is basically that of a simply supported subpanel. For reference
purposes we shall denote this value as (u.J.
It is
always the lesser of nvo values: either the Mode I
value from (14.2.6) or the Mule II value from
(14.2.22). If the lateral load is above a certain magnitude, each subpanel is effectively clamped and if this
remains true then the ultimme suength is larger than
for a simply supported panel. For panels 3a and 3b the
increase was from 0.61@ to 0.69~r, or 13YG. But it is
extremely difficult to predict the magniutde of lateral
load that is required to consnain all subpanels to lxhave as clamptd, fit, because the behavior of each
subpancl is strongly itMuenced by local factors (ecccntxicity, residual suess, nonuniformity of lateral load,
etc.) and, second, because each subpanel interacts
with its neighbors. Moreover, although the lateraJ load
may be suf&cient to keep each subpanel rotationally
restrained for a time, such that the value of U. can
exceed (crJO, there is always the possibility of a stif-fener flange mechanism, whereupon two or more of the
subpanels suddenly change to the alternating wave
shap and immediately undergo collapse, because m.
already exceeds (uJO. We “thus have four factors to
consider
1. The possibility that the lateral load may be-come
small.
2. The difficulty of calculating the magnitude of the
lateral load which would guarantee end clamping.
3. The possibility of a stiffener flange mechanism,
which becomes more likely with increasing lateral
load.
4.

The undesirability of sudden collapse.

For all of these reasons, any value of ultimate strength
should not be used for design purlarger than (a,Jo
pses, even though larger values may in fact be
achieved when there is a lateral load. That is, (uJO is
an upper limit or “cutoff value. In a rationally-based
design process it is necessaxy to calculate u.. for each
load case. For the various load cases involving a lateral
load it would be pasible to calculate accurate values

of u.., by using the information from steps 3, 4, and
5 of the overall design procedure. as discussed previously. But for design purposesthis is not necessary
kause
these values will nearly always exceed the
cutoff value, (uJO. Hence for design purposes it is
sufficient to use the simple and conservative pinned
beam-column approach, with MOand i30equal to their
simply supported values, for estimating the vzdues of
U&M
for the various load cases involving a lateral load.
Although the mte ultimate suength would be larger
than this value it would usually lx ruled out kcause it
exceeded (uJO. Therefore the value obtained by tie
pinned kamalumn
approach will not k unduly consemative., For example, for the load case involving
lateral pressure (panel 3a) the use of the simply sup
@
values of hfo and a and a typical value of
A (a/750) gives a value of 0.565Y. For this load m.se
tie true uldmstrength is 0.6%Y, but this cannot k
used for &sign purposes kcause it exceeds the value
for zero lateral load, (udJo = 0.61tiY. Hence, taking
0.56=Y as the ultimate sttengtb for the latetdly loadd
case is not overly conservative since it is only 89c
below the experimentally obtained value of (uJO.

—.
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